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A numerical algorithm is developed for the solution of two dimensional, compressible Euler
equations for applications in unsteady turbomachinery flows on unstructured meshes. Two
techniques for generating the mesh are chosen in this work: Delaunay and Steiner. The
capability of controlling the resolution and quality is addressed and an example shown for
a compressor blade with the inclusion of periodic boundaries.
A finite volume approach is used for the solution of the Euler equations. The technique is
based on a linear approximation over the entire domain and the use of generalized control
volumes for the evaluation of the fluxes. These control volumes are arbitrarily constructed
about a node in the mesh and are contained within the patch of elements connected to
that node. The numerical algorithm can be written in terms of edges, giving it a finite dif-
ference character. It is shown that the approximation used to spatially integrate the time
derivative term in the Euler equations is crucial to the numerical scheme's dispersion char-
acteristics. Numerical dissipation is added to stabilize the scheme and adequately capture
shocks. The dissipation is based on Jameson's Symmetric Limited Positive scheme (SLIP)
which uses a flux limiting procedure. Methods of reducing the amount of dissipation in
smoothly varying areas of the flow are addressed and leads to a class of numerical schemes
known as Essentially Local Extremum Diminishing (ELED). Finally, it is shown that the
choice of control volumes can add a diffusion-like term into the numerical algorithm which
must be taken into account in the application of the numerical dissipation.
Results are computed for a shock tube and a convected entropy perturbation to validate
and analyze the numerical algorithm. Finally, the numerical algorithm is used to simulate
a transonic axial compressor at two operating speeds, 67 and 85 percent of the design
speed with a uniform inlet flow. After an unchoked converged solution is obtained for the
67 percent design speed simulation, a periodic axial total pressure distortion is introduced
at the inlet boundary to reproduce a forced response test on the compressor.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The objective of this work is to develop a numerical algorithm for the solution of the two
dimensional, compressible Euler equations for applications in unsteady turbomachinery
flows. The importance of this work is the ability to adequately predict flow phenomena
within a turbomachine. These predictions can be used to enhance experimental data in
regions where data is not available or is inadequate. This can give a better understanding
of the observed flow phenomena and help guide further experimental and design research.
The numerical simulations of these flows have primarily used structured grids with either
finite volume or finite difference approximations to the governing flow equations. Over
the last decade, unstructured flow solvers have gained strong popularity in computational
fluid dynamics. A key factor is the arbitrariness of the mesh so that complex domains
can be meshed easily. The use of unstructured meshes also gives the added ability of
adapting the mesh to flow features for increased resolution. Shock capturing methods
for unstructured flow solvers have also advanced recently [11, 12]. For these reasons, an
unstructured approach was taken in this work.
The first topic addressed is mesh generation. There are many techniques available [2].
Two techniques have been chosen in this work: Delaunay and Steiner. The capability of
controlling the mesh resolution and quality is addressed and examples are shown, including
periodic boundaries, to demonstrate the capability developed.
A novel finite volume approach is presented for the solution of the model, scalar, non-
linear, convection equation using an unstructured mesh. The technique is based on a
linear approximation over the entire domain and the use of generalized control volumes
for the evaluation of the fluxes. These control volumes are arbitrarily constructed about
a node in the mesh and are contained within the patch of elements connected to that
node. It is shown that the numerical algorithm can be written in terms of edges of the
mesh, giving it a finite difference character. An issue not often addressed in finite volume
techniques is the ability of the scheme to adequately represent unsteady flow phenomena.
This is important since axial compressor flows are inherently unsteady. In this work, it is
shown that the approximation used to spatially integrate the time derivative term in the
Euler equations is crucial to the numerical scheme's dispersion characteristics.
Numerical dissipation is added to stabilize the solution while producing accurate results
and adequately capturing shocks. The dissipation is based on the Total Variational Di-
minishing (TVD) property of the one dimensional convection equation and the Symmetric
Limited Positive (SLIP) scheme of Jameson [11, 12]. Methods of reducing the amount of
dissipation in smoothly varying areas of the flow are addressed so that smooth extrema
resulting from unsteady phenomena are not significantly attenuated. This leads to a class
of numerical schemes known as Essentially Local Extremum Diminishing (ELED). It is
also shown that the choice of control volumes can add a diffusion-like term into the nu-
merical algorithm which must be taken into account in the application of the numerical
dissipation.
The numerical scheme is extended to the compressible Euler equations and two simulations
are performed to validate the algorithm developed. These simulations are a shock tube
and a convected density perturbation in a uniform flow. The shock tube is used to test the
numerical scheme's ability to capture shocks without numerical oscillations. The density
perturbation is used to study the dispersion characteristics and the numerical dissipation.
The algorithm is then applied to a transonic axial fan stage at two different operating
speeds, 67 percent and 85 percent design speed. Steady state solutions are obtained and
the results compared with the Euler turbine equation. An axial total pressure distortion
is introduced into the steady state solution of the 67 percent design speed case to simulate
a forced response test. Finally, conclusions and further recommendations are drawn from
this work.
Chapter 2
Unstructured Mesh Generation
Unstructured meshes of triangles offer great flexibility when representing complex, two
dimensional domains. An unstructured mesh is an arbitrary assembly of non-overlapping
triangles which completely cover the region of interest. These triangles are often referred
to as elements. Unstructured meshes give the added ability of adaptivity without the
need for a large increase in the number of mesh points, contrary to structured meshes.
This adaptivity also gives the increased ability to capture transient phenomena in the
flow. With this in mind, an unstructured mesh was chosen over a structured mesh for a
turbomachinery application.
The unstructured mesh's increased flexibility also lends itself to increased complexity. The
data structure for storing the mesh should require as little storage as possible and still con-
tain all the information necessary for geometric searches. The discrete boundaries in the
mesh need to be adequately represented. Adequately represented means that information
concerning the definition of the boundary, such as point location, tangents, vectors and
curvature, must be easily attainable. Finally, the ability to perform an efficient geometric
search on the mesh must be addressed. The geometric search of interest here consists of
identifying the element of the mesh containing a given point.
Two popular techniques, the Delaunay and Steiner triangulations, are adequate for gen-
erating arbitrary two dimensional meshes [2, 24, 23, 4]. These techniques were chosen
because of their similarity and generality. The algorithms presented in this chapter were
implemented in a computer program titled 2D Unstructured Grids (2DUG) which can be
used to create meshes for arbitrary domains and specifically for turbomachinery applica-
tions.
2.1 Data Structures
The nodes of the mesh are numbered and their actual cartesian (x,y) coordinates are
stored in an array. The numbers of the nodes correspond to their position in the array,
which is known as the global node list. To describe the connectivity of the nodes, an
element data structure is used.
The elements of the mesh are defined by the three nodes which make up that element.
Each element has three local nodes which contain pointers to the global node list. These
local nodes are numbered so that the element has a counterclockwise orientation. This is
illustrated in figure 2.9.
Also included in this data structure are the three elements adjacent to the element. Each
of the adjacent elements corresponds to the local node opposite it. Figure 2.9 shows the
correspondence between the local node of an element and its adjacent elements. If an
element does not have an adjacent element opposite to one of its local nodes, its value is
set to zero signifying no element. This only occurs if the element is next to a boundary
of the domain.
2.2 Geometric Curve Representation
The geometric representation of a curve is accomplished using a splining technique to
ensure a smoothly varying and continuously defined curve. A technique developed in [5]
is effective and efficient in producing smoothly varying splines for a given set of discrete
points that define a curve. Each geometric curve is defined as a composite curve made of
curve segments. The curve segments are represented as a cubic function of a parametric
coordinate, s, the position of the endpoints, R, and the tangent vector at the endpoints,
T. The coordinate of a point on each curve segment is given by:
2 -2 1 1 [1
2 1 -3 3 -2 -1 R2(s)= 0 0 1 0 T
1 0 0 0 o
where
R1 = starting point of curve segment
R2 = ending point of curve segment
Ta = tangent vector at starting point
Tz = tangent vector at ending point
This is illustrated in figure 2.11. The coordinate, s, varies between zero and one, where zero
and one correspond to the starting and ending points of the curve segment respectively.
2.2.1 Interpolation
The objective is to obtain a smoothly varying spline for the composite curve made up of
curve segments. Each segment requires the specification of the tangent at its endpoints.
These tangents are determined by requiring a continuous second derivative at each of the
control points connecting the curve segments [5]. This leads to a tridiagonal system of
equations to solve for the tangents at each of the points defining the curve. The only
additional requirement is the specification of the tangents at the two endpoints of the
composite curve.
The parametric coordinate defining the curve segments is used to specify the location along
the composite curve. Since the parametric coordinate for each curve segment is a local
variable, it is possible to define a new global parametric coordinate, s*, for the composite
curve. This is accomplished by adding the curve segment number to the parametric
coordinate. The first curve segment that defines the composite curve is numbered zero.
For instance, s* = 1.5 would be the local parametric coordinate s = .5 associated with
the second curve segment. The above equation for R(s), with s = .5 and the tangents
and locations of the endpoints of curve segment one are used to determine the geometric
coordinate of this point along the composite curve. Thus, s* = 1.5 lies midway between
control points one and two along the curve. This gives a reliable and efficient means for
defining a curve in space. The tangent at any point along the composite curve is given by:
OR
2.3 Geometric Searching
A geometric search is used in the mesh generation process to determine which element
contains a given point. This can be accomplished in many ways. Some popular techniques
use binary tree data structures [2] or digital trees [17, 3]. Another alternative is to use a
walking algorithm. This technique is illustrated in figure 2.3 and is based on the use of
area coordinates.
There are three area coordinates associated with a given point and an element (see figure
2.4). The coordinates are the ratios of the triangle areas defined by the three edges of the
element with the given point and the total area of the element. The area of the element
is given by the determinant:
1111
Area = X1 Z2 23
Y1 Y2 Y3
Since the nodes of the element are oriented in a counterclockwise manner, the sign of the
determinant is guaranteed to be positive. The three areas associated with an edge of the
element and the point are found in the same manner (see figure 2.4):
1 1 1 1 1111 1 1 11 1 1
A1-- 22 3Q Zp , A2 = 23 Zl zp , As =221 e2 2p2 2 2
Y2 Y3 1p Y3 Y1 1p Y1 Y2 1p
The area coordinates of the element, labeled (61 , 263) , are:
A, A 2  - A 3
Area Area Area
Each node of the element has a corresponding area coordinate. The first node has coor-
dinate (1,0,0), the second node (0,1,0) and the third (0,0,1).
A point lying inside the element has all three determinants, A1, A2, As, positive. Also,
it is easily verified that the three area coordinates will sum to one since each coordinate
represents a fraction of the total area of the element, i.e.:
3
k=1
Therefore, it is only necessary to calculate two of the three area coordinates. The third
is determined from the above relation. A point lying outside the element will have at
least one of its area coordinates less than zero because the nodes will have a clockwise
orientation resulting in a negative determinant.
The walking algorithm is implemented by starting from an arbitrary element and evalu-
ating the three area coordinates of the given point with respect to that element. If any
of the area coordinates are negative, the element corresponding to the node with a most
negative area coordinate is searched next. This is repeated until all three area coordinates
of a given element are positive. This is the element containing the point.
The domain in which the search takes place must be simply connected or the search may
fail. Therefore, the convex hull of the domain must be entirely triangulated including the
interior of geometric objects within the domain.
2.4 Meshing Techniques
2.4.1 Delaunay Triangulation
The Delaunay triangulation of a set of points is the triangulation that maximizes the
minimum angle of the triangulation and by doing so minimizes the maximum containment
circle of any triangle. The containment circle of an element is the circle passing through
the three points that define the element (see figure 2.1). This construction guarantees
that no other node of the mesh may lie within the containment circle of any element. This
property is known as the circumcircle criteria.
Triangulating a given domain using this technique requires a starting mesh. The starting
mesh must completely enclose the domain that is to be triangulated [24]. This mesh can
be made up of two elements which are Delaunay, i.e. they satisfy the circumcircle criteria.
Once these elements are created, it is then a matter of inserting points into the region
to be triangulated and ensuring the newly created elements satisfy the Delaunay criteria.
This is known as the insertion algorithm [2] and is summarized as follows:
Insertion Algorithm
1. Create a starting mesh enclosing the domain.
2. Insert point and determine in which element the newly inserted point lies.
3. Find all elements surrounding this element that fail to meet the circumcircle test
with the newly inserted point and remove them, forming a convex cavity as shown
in figure 2.5.
4. Retriangulate the cavity by joining the new point to the exposed edges from the
convex cavity.
5. Return to step two to insert additional points.
Step two of the list corresponds to searching through the domain and finding which element
contains the newly inserted node. This is accomplished using the searching algorithm
discussed earlier.
The Delaunay technique lacks the ability to guarantee that a given geometric boundary
will be part of the final triangulation. Therefore, in applying this technique for the purpose
of creating a mesh around a given object, the algorithm needs to be modified to ensure
the edges of a given geometric boundary are preserved when the triangulation is complete.
This modified algorithm is known as a constrained Delaunay triangulation. In this work
the algorithm for the constrained Delaunay triangulation, developed by George [6], has
been adopted. The process is implemented after all the points have been inserted and
is based on recursively swapping the edges intersecting the edge to be recovered. This
process is illustrated in figure 2.8.
2.4.2 Steiner Triangulation
A Steiner triangulation is a triangulation produced by gradually modifying an existing
mesh using a local mesh operation such as point insertion and edge swapping. With this
type of algorithm, geometric boundaries that might be lost with the Delaunay technique
can be preserved. This triangulation still requires the creation of starting elements. In-
stead of finding all the elements that fail the circumcircle test, three new elements are
created from the element containing the new point. The three edges that define the ele-
ment containing the newly inserted point are considered suspect edges and are placed on
a stack. This is illustrated in figure 2.6 with the suspect edges marked with X's. The ele-
ment pairs that share these suspect edges are determined. Based on a given mesh quality
criteria, a decision is made on whether or not to swap the edge [2]. In this respect, the
algorithm described in the previous section for creating Delaunay triangulations can be
considered a Steiner algorithm if the circumcircle criteria is used. However, if different
criteria for edge swapping are used, a much wider class of triangulations can be gener-
ated. Edge swapping is a local operation only involving the two elements that share the
edge. Swapping the edge creates two more suspect edges which are added to the sus-
pect edge stack as shown in figure 2.6. If the element pair sharing a suspect edge does
not fail the circumcircle test then the edge is removed from the stack. This process is re-
peated recursively until no suspect edges are left. The algorithm is summarized as follows:
Steiner Triangulation
1. Create a starting mesh enclosing the domain.
2. Insert new point into triangulation and determine element in which this newly in-
serted point lies.
3. Subdivide the element containing the new point into three new elements and remove
the containment element.
4. Place edges forming the deleted element on a suspect edge stack.
5. Take edge from stack and determine which elements share this edge.
6. Determine if the elements sharing this edge violate the Delaunay criteria. If so, then
swap suspect edge and place the four new suspect edges on the suspect edge stack.
7. If suspect edges remain, go to step five.
The same procedures for geometric searching outlined in the previous section are used for
this triangulation.
If one of the suspect edges is a geometric boundary that is to be kept, it can be saved
by not swapping it. In this way, an algorithm for a constrained Delaunay triangulation is
easily created. An advantage of the Steiner procedure is that different criteria to determine
whether a suspect edge should be swapped can be incorporated. Other criteria such as
minimizing the maximum angle can be used. In this way, this technique is more general
and is usually preferred over the standard Delaunay triangulation.
2.5 Mesh Refinement
The Delaunay and Steiner techniques both assume that the points to be triangulated
are known apriori. Generally, this is not the case. Therefore, a method of determining
the points to be triangulated based on some type of mesh control is needed. Also, the
triangulations may have badly shaped elements. These elements need to be identified and
corrected in some way. These issues will be addressed in this section.
2.5.1 Mesh Control Functions
A mesh control function is used in order to specify the characteristics of the mesh to be
generated. This function gives the local mesh size (given by the edge length) as a function
of the spatial coordinates. The mesh control function must be supplied and is specified
by using a background mesh, point sources and line sources.
Background Mesh
The background mesh must completely enclose the domain to be triangulated. The back-
ground mesh is comprised of background elements. The nodes of these elements are
associated with a specified edge length. By linearly interpolating over each element, a
piecewise linear distribution of the edge length is produced over the entire domain. This
edge length is used in the refinement process and discussed later.
Point and Line Sources
Point sources are used in the refinement process to cluster elements in the areas where
they appear. While similar, line sources are defined by two points and are used in the
refinement process to cluster elements around them. The equation that governs the edge
length specified by the point sources is:
S 6min ifr < rmin
Smin ln(2) exp ( -Lz~ ) if r > rin
where rin is the radius up to which the edge size 6 min is required ; r,na is the radius
at which 6 = 2 ,in ; and r is the distance from a given point to the source. The line
sources are governed by the same equation as the point sources with the distance r being
the distance to the line source.
2.5.2 Refining Mesh According to the Mesh Control Functions
The starting point for the refinement procedure is an initial triangulation. This triangu-
lation is obtained by triangulating the points lying on the boundary curves of the domain
[24, 2]. The process of refining the mesh begins by systematically sweeping through the
edges of the current mesh. The midpoint of the edge is determined and the element of the
background mesh containing this point is determined. This background element is used
to linearly interpolate the edge size from its three nodes. This edge size is labeled 6,.
The distance of the edge's midpoint from the point and line sources is also determined. The
edge length determined from the point and line sources are labeled 6, and 6I respectively.
The minimum of these three edge lengths is then used, i.e.:
64 equired = minimum(6 e, 6p, l)
If the edge length is less than a specified percentage of the required edge length, 4 equi"ed,
the edge is removed by collapsing the two end nodes to the midpoint. If the edge length is
greater than a specified percentage of the required edge length, a new point is inserted into
the triangulation at the midpoint of the edge. The mesh is continually swept over until all
edges meet the requirement of the specified control functions. This refinement technique,
adopted from [17], does not guarantee that created elements will be well shaped.
2.5.3 Fixing Skew Elements
Skew elements are considered to be elements containing an interior angle greater than some
maximum specified angle. If an element contains an angle greater than this maximum,
a swapping operation is attempted in an effort to reduce skewness. This is illustrated in
figure 2.7. This operation is performed iteratively until no more edges are swapped.
2.5.4 Smoothing the Mesh
The quality of the mesh may be enhanced by moving the nodes to produce a smooth mesh.
This is achieved by updating the position of the nodes according to:
(Zy*) = (zk Ik)
n
where the * superscript denotes the new position of the node and n is the number of nodes
connected to it. This is performed in an iterative manner by sweeping over the mesh and
updating the position of each node separately. Performing approximately 10 sweeps over
the mesh is sufficient for enhancing the quality. The nodes of the boundaries are not
included in this procedure since they must remain fixed.
2.6 2D Unstructured Grids
The techniques mentioned earlier were used to develop an unstructured mesh generator
for arbitrary two dimensional domains. The flowchart for the operation of the code is:
Flowchart for 2D UG
1. Read in project file
2. Read in boundary curves
3. Read in background mesh and point and line sources
4. Spline boundaries to meet mesh control criteria
5. Create starting elements
6. Insert boundary points and triangulate
7. Recover boundary edges
8. Determine protected elements
9. Refine mesh according to control function
10. Smooth mesh
11. Recover any boundary edges lost in the refinement process
12. Remove unwanted elements from triangulation and correct skew elements
13. Smooth mesh
14. Output database
Several examples are used to test the capability of the mesh generator, 2DUG. The ability
to control the mesh generation process is controlled through the control function.
2.7 Examples
2.7.1 Rectangular Region
The first test case is a simple square region. Two different background meshes are used
to demonstrate the user's ability to control the mesh generation process. The first is a
simple background mesh consisting of two elements. Each node of the background mesh
carries the same edge size. This creates a fairly uniform mesh over the entire domain. The
second example contains a line source spanning diagonally across the region. This clusters
elements along the diagonal of the square region.
Uniform Background Mesh
The result from this mesh generation is shown in figure 2.12. The mesh appears to be
fairly uniform and no badly shaped elements are visible. The edge size was specified to
be .05 at the nodes of the background mesh. The maximum edge length over the entire
mesh is approximately .12 and the minimum is .03. This is within a reasonable range of
the specified edge length. The maximum specified interior angle for a given element was
1100. The maximum interior angle of an element over the entire mesh was 1280 which is
slightly above the specified value. Overall, the generated mesh was acceptable.
Line Source in Background Mesh
The result from the mesh generator is shown in figure 2.13. The elements are clustered
around the diagonal of the square region as expected. This gives the user very good control
of the mesh with very little input.
2.7.2 Compressor Blade
The cross section of a compressor blade is used for this example. This example tested the
mesh generator's ability to construct periodic boundaries in the mesh generation process.
A periodic boundary is a boundary that has an identically matching counterpart. These
boundaries have pairs of coinciding points and are used in flow solvers in situations where
the flow may be modeled as periodic in a certain direction. The background mesh contains
two elements which specify a uniform edge size over the entire mesh. Also included are two
point sources at the leading and trailing edges of the blade, as well as a line source along
the blade. The point sources are chosen to help resolve the leading and trailing edges of
the blade. The line source is chosen to cluster elements in the blade passage along the
blade.
The result is shown in figures 2.14 and 2.15. The mesh generator effectively clusters
elements in the blade passage and is able to adequately resolve the leading and trailing
edges. The upper and lower boundaries appear to be periodic. This is verified by patching
a duplicate of the mesh to the original mesh and indeed showing that the upper and lower
boundaries are the same. This is shown in figure 2.16.
2.8 Conclusions
The mesh generator developed with the techniques outlined in this chapter appears to
yield good results for the two dimensional cases tested. The mesh generator is able to
mesh complex two dimensional domains with very little user input. Mesh control func-
tions provide the added ability to control the mesh depending on the application. The
compressor example showed that this mesh generator offers the ability to mesh various
two dimensional compressor cascades with periodic boundaries for an application with a
flow solver. Overall, these techniques are flexible, providing meshes with good quality for
a wide range of applications.
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Chapter 3
Formulation of a 2D Generalized Unstructured
Finite Volume Scheme
Axial turbomachines contain flows which are three dimensional, compressible and viscous.
However, some regions along the blade span of the turbomachine may be modeled using a
two dimensional approximation of the flow, assuming the radial deviation of the flow from
the leading to the trailing edge of the blade is small. Ignoring viscous effects, the flow in
these regions is governed by the two dimensional, compressible, inviscid Euler equations.
One method for numerically solving the Euler equations is to use the differential form of
these equations and obtain approximations to the derivatives. This approach is known as
the finite difference technique, it is a popular method of solving the Euler equations. This
method requires the use of a structured mesh and does not readily apply when using an
unstructured mesh. Another method, and the one adopted in this chapter, is to represent
the domain as a collection of non-overlapping volumes. The fluid flow within each of
these volumes, or subvolumes, is governed by the Euler equations written in integral form.
Therefore, the problem over the whole domain is broken into smaller problems over each
subdomain or subvolume. This approach is known as the finite volume approximation to
the Euler equations.
An unstructured mesh provides the means of partitioning a given domain into subdo-
mains. The integral form of the Euler equations is numerically approximated over each
subdomain. In this chapter a generalized, unstructured, finite volume scheme is formu-
lated. Generalized means that given an unstructured mesh, the control volumes associated
with a node can be chosen arbitrarily provided they are contained within the elements
connected to the node. The flow variables are defined at the nodes of the mesh and are
approximated over the whole domain using a piecewise linear representation.
Since turbomachinery flows are unsteady, it is important to analyze a numerical scheme's
ability to capture unsteady phenomena. A Fourier analysis is used to investigate the
scheme's dispersion characteristics. It will be shown that the unstructured finite volume
scheme developed in this chapter is capable of adequately representing unsteady phenom-
ena.
The addition of artificial dissipation to the scheme developed will be addressed. This
dissipation is based on the work of Jameson [11, 12] and incorporates the concept of Total
Variational Diminishing (TVD) schemes. The scheme developed is shown to possess good
shock capturing properties. Finally, the time integration for the scheme and the time step
restriction is discussed.
3.1 Formulation
3.1.1 Piecewise Linear Approximation (Shape Functions)
Given an unstructured mesh of.triangles, a piecewise linear continuous approximation of
a function can be written as [25]:
n
¢(,y) jiN,(x, y) (3.1)
i=1
where n is the number of nodes in the mesh, and Oi are the values of q(x, y) at the nodes
of the mesh. The function Ni(x, y) is termed the hat function associated to node i and is
defined as:
Ni(x,y) = 1, if i= j = 1,...,n (3.2)0, if iqj.
and varies linearly within each element, as illustrated in figure 3.1. Note that within an
element these hat functions are identical to the area coordinates described in Chapter 2.
3.1.2 General Control Volumes
A generalized control volume is a volume which can be arbitrarily drawn around a given
node and lies within the patch of elements connected to that node. The control volumes
must completely fill the space between the nodes without overlapping. In the present
work, the generalized control volumes associated to a node are determined after arbitrarily
specifying a point on each edge and a point in the interior of each element. This is
illustrated in figure 3.3.
3.1.3 Finite Volume Scheme Using the Model Scalar Equation
The model scalar convection equation in two dimensions is used as the starting step in
the development of a numerical scheme for the compressible Euler equations. The model
equation is:
Ou Of Og
at dx dy
Since this equation is satisfied everywhere within a domain, then it must also hold that
the integral of this equation over the entire domain must also equal zero, i.e:
(~+ Oi = 0 (3.3)
A more useful form of this equation for finite volume schemes is to use the divergence
theorem to rewrite the flux term in terms of a contour integral around the domain:
J O J= - j( . + g . n)dS (3.4)
where S is the boundary enclosing the domain and n,, n, are the outward pointing normals
of this boundary. (Note, this equation is identically satisfied for any volume within the
domain as well.)
Fluxes
The right side of equation 3.4 can be written as:
j(f + g -. )dS = (f -fi + g -fz)dS (3.5)j=1
where nv is the number of non-overlapping subvolumes in f and Sj is the boundary of each
subvolume as illustrated in figure 3.2. Note that portions of a boundary shared by any
two subvolumes will contribute quantities which are identical in magnitude, but different
in sign to the summation. Therefore, the net contribution from the interior boundaries is
zero. Any subvolume containing a surface lying on the outer boundary of the domain will
have a net contribution to the summation.
The integrals in equation 3.5 can be approximated as follows:
(f -f, + g - y) dS -f NE(, y) - , + g2N (z, y) -hy dS (3.6)
j=1 i j=1 ( i=1
where Ni(z, y) are the hat functions described earlier. Figure 3.4 shows a restricted gener-
alized control volume constructed about a node labeled j. The points where the segments
defining the boundary of the control volume intersect are numbered in a counterclockwise
manner with the actual mesh overlayed on top. The subvolume is labeled as subvolume j
for the node that is contained within.
The line integral in equation 3.6 is determined by evaluating the integral on each segment,
or interval, and summing all the contributions. The integral over each segment is evaluated
using Gauss Quadrature [25]. Since the approximating functions, Ni(x, y), are linear,
this function can be integrated exactly over an interval by sampling the function at the
midpoint of the interval and multiplying by the interval's length.
For example, the contribution to the line integral for subvolume j from interval (1,2) is:
(f - f + g - )dSj ( fM(,2 Ay ( 1, 2) _ M( 1,2 ) (3.7)
where the subscript M denotes the midpoint of interval (1,2) and Ax (1'2 ), Ay(1, 2 ) are given
by:
n(1,2) dSl,)  = A(1,2 )
n,(,2 ) dSj(1,2) = -A(1,2)
The values fM and gM are determined from the approximation in equation 3.1. This gives:
fM(1,2) = fjNj(Xm, ym) + gNl(Xm, ym) + f 2N 2 (Xm, ym)
The m subscript denotes the midpoint of the interval (1,2). (Note that the subscripts on f,
g and N(x, y) refer to the nodes of the unstructured mesh, not the points of the subvolume.
The points of the subvolume are enclosed in parenthesis.) The values of N(x, y) can be
thought of as weights that specify the amount of influence a node has on the integration.
Substituting into equation 3.7 yields:
i(f- f + g -z) (fN + f1 N1 + f 2N 2 ) Ay( 1' 2) -( 1,2)
(gjNj + g1N1 + g2N 2 ) AX( 1'2 )
where (xm, y,) has been dropped with the understanding that N(x, y) is evaluated at
the midpoint of the interval of interest. Within a given element the sum of the three hat
functions, N(x, y), associated with the nodes of the element must equal one. Therefore,
for a given element:
3
ZNj = 1 = Nj = 1 - N - N 2
i=1
Using the above expression in the previous equation gives:
isi ( f - isi + g - y) [fj + (fi - fj)N + (f2 - fj)N2] A
( 1 2 ) -
[gj + (91 - g1 )NI + (92 - gj)N 2] AX( 1,2 )
An analogous integral can be written for each segment belonging to subvolume j.
A general form for this integral that can be used in the implementation of a computer
algorithm is needed. Considering all the elements sharing node j yields:
f : Af (e)N(i,i+1)(ii+1)
si e=1 i=1 k1
g(e) + Ag) Ni,i+1)Ax(ii+1)]
k=1 jk k
where the first summation extends over the elements attached to node j, the second is
the local node number for the element and the third summation is over the segments for
subvolume j contained within the element. Each element is assumed to have node j as its
third local node making the innermost summation valid. The second summation over the
subvolume faces are local numbers as well. For each element sharing node j, two segments
must be considered. This is illustrated in figure 3.5. The increments Afik are:
Afjk = fk - fj
and likewise for Agjk. The above expression may further be simplified by noting that:
ne 2 ne 2
_f o(i,+l)= 0  gAX(i,i+l) = 0
e=1 i=1 e=1 i=1
since fj and gj are constant for the volume and may be taken out of the summation. The
above expression then simplifies to:
ne 2 2
(f . fix + g. ) (i ~) kii+1), (ii+1)
e=1 i=1 k=1
Since a given edge is shared among two elements, the above equation is further simplified
by combining expressions that multiply the same differences Afjk and Agjk. An expression
formulated in terms of the edges connected to node j is:
nedges
(f• i + g . ,)8 = Z (c3kAfjk + likAgjk) (3.8)
si k=1
where:
Cjk = NjflAyR1 + NJ 2 yR 2 + NlAYLL + NfL2,yL 2
lik = NR1AMR1 + NR 2AR2 + NLl1aL1 + NL 2AL 2
Afk, = fk-fj
gkj = 9k - gj
nedges = number of edges connected to node j
(See figure 3.6.) The scheme now has the appearance of a finite difference scheme with
differences taken along the edges. The terms Cek and ljk are known as edge coefficients
throughout this work. At a boundary face the only consideration is to use a different
sampling point for R2 to close the subvolume as shown in figure 3.7 and ignore face R1.
Each edge of the mesh is associated with two subvolumes, one for each node as shown in
figure 3.6. Therefore, four edge coefficients are associated with an edge, a pair for each
volume. These coefficients are used to define the flux contributions to the nodes. The four
coefficients for an edge are labeled cjk, ljk, ckj and Ik. (Note the subscripts correspond
to the differences used for the flux, i.e. Afkj or Afjk.) For the edge shown in figure 3.6,
the flux contribution to nodes j and k are:
node j: ckAfjik - ljkAgjk
node k : CkjAfkj - kjAgkj
Once the edge coefficients are known, it is possible to loop over all the edges of the
mesh and use the above expressions to calculate the integrals corresponding to all the
subvolumes.
In general, cjk 7 -ckj and ijk 7 -Ikj because these depend on the shape of the volumes
which is arbitrary. But with a particular choice of the control volumes, it is possible to
obtain cjk = -ckj and Ijk = -lkj for all interior edges. (Note cjk is compared to the
negative of ckj since the orientation of the segments for the subvolume surrounding node
k is opposite to that for the subvolume of node j.) The symmetry properties of the edge
coefficients will be discussed further when dealing with artificial dissipation.
3.1.4 Evaluating f fS)i. l
The numerical approximation now has the form:
n f a = nedges (39)
f OTt =F (CjkAfjk jjk) (3.9)j=1 J k=1
This equation states that the convection equation is identically satisfied within each sub-
volume of the domain. To evaluate the left side of the equation several options are possible.
Piecewise Constant Approximation
In classical finite volume formulations, this term is approximated as:
f u dtu
This is equivalent to evaluating the integral assuming the distribution of u is piecewise
constant over each subvolume, flj. The resulting scheme is:
Aj u = - (Ckneg - ljkA k) (3.10)
k=1
for each volume j. This is an acceptable approach for steady state applications, i.e. driving
the right side of equation 3.10 to zero. This form of the scheme will be referred to as the
lumped mass matrix form, for reasons that will become apparent later.
It is important to look at the discrete approximation's ability to accurately represent
unsteady flows. A Fourier analysis on the semi-discrete equation is used to evaluate
the accuracy and dispersion characteristics of the spatial approximation. This analysis
assumes that the equation is integrated exactly in time. The dispersion measures the
dependency of the numerical wave speed (i.e. the wave speed calculated by the numerical
approximation) or frequency on the wave number. Therefore, it is important that a
numerical scheme has little numerical dispersion for unsteady applications since unsteady
waves must be propagated at the correct speed.
The details of the analysis will not be discussed here, but are presented in Appendix B.
The linearized, scalar model convection equation is used to perform the analysis. This
equation is obtained by setting f = au and g = bu in equation 3.1.3 where a and b are
constant. This gives:
S+ a- +b- = 0 (3.11)
A mesh composed of equilateral elements shown in figure B.1 is used for the analysis. The
exact solution of the equation is:
,i = ie,(l,m,0)exp(-i (aO, + V3b0y)t)
frequency We
where:
A = edge length of elements
0, = 1 Az = IA = phase angle in z - direction
OV = mAy = - mA = phase angle in y - direction
The solution of equation 3.11 using the finite volume scheme of equation 3.10 is:
ie = e(lm, 0) exp(-i A w(0,, 1,) t)
frequency w,
where:
w(0,, O) = a(sin(O,) + sin(tj) cos(0
,
)) + /5b sin(6
,
) cos( )
The flux faces of the volumes are defined using the centroids of the elements and the
midpoints of the edges. (Note, volumes and subvolumes will be used interchangeably in
the rest of this work.) The above equations for the exact and numerical solutions show
a difference between the exact and numerical frequencies. A comparison of the numerical
scheme's frequency versus the exact frequency for varying phase angles, 0, and 0y, is
presented in figures 3.8 and 3.9. The solid lines correspond to the exact frequency and
the dotted lines to the numerical. Figure 3.8 corresponds to 0, varying from 0 to 7r and
0, = 0. Figure 3.9 corresponds to 0, = 0 and 0, varying from 0 to r. Figure 3.10 shows
the difference, we - wn, versus both phase angles.
The scheme poorly matches the frequency for waves where 0, > 0.5 and Oy > 0.3. This
corresponds to a wave number of I < - and m < 6 respectively. The desired range2A 7A
of phase angles is at least 0 < 8,, 0y < !. Anything above this range is considered a high
frequency wave that is attenuated by the addition of artificial dissipation in the numerical
scheme.
This is a limitation for time accurate results since the scheme does not correctly replicate
wave speeds in the desired range. The resolvable wave number on a fixed mesh of spacing,
A, can never exceed Ima = - [9]. The value O, = .5 corresponds to a wave number
1 = . Comparing this wave number to the maximum resolvable wave number for a fixed
mesh shows:
1 1 1
Ima 27r 6
This means that only waves with a wave length six times larger than the maximum re-
solvable wave length are propagated with the desired wave speed. The evaluation is even
worse in the y-direction. To improve the dispersion characteristics of the scheme, the left
side of equation 3.9 is re-evaluated by using a piecewise linear approximation instead of a
piecewise constant.
Piecewise Linear Approximation
The integral on the left side of equation 3.9 can be evaluated using a piecewise linear
approximation. This is the same approximation used for the evaluation of the fluxes f
and g, giving:
/ a t = ( " n( _ Ni)O8j (3.12)
j=1 J i=1
where Ni are the hat functions defined earlier. This yields:
E Z dt dt
where
U [Uli, U2,1..., i p
Using this formulation, the equations corresponding to neighboring volumes are coupled
through the matrix M (see Appendix A for the form of the matrix M) which will be termed
the finite volume mass matriz. The lumped form of this matrix (i.e. summing the entries
on each row, placing them on the diagonal and zeroing all off-diagonal terms) recovers
the piecewise constant approximation described earlier. The numerical approximation
becomes:
du nedges
Mid - E (cjkfjk - ljkAgk) i = 1, .. ., np
k=1
(Note np = nv since each volume contains a node.) The Fourier analysis for this approxi-
mation is found in Appendix B. The right side of the equation is evaluated as before. The
numerical frequency, w,, is:
24[sin(O,) + sin( 0O) cos(,) + i sin(0v) cos( O
,
)]
wn, 2 (3.13)
al + a2(2 cos(O,) + 4cos( 0,) cos(O,))
where:
al = 22, a 2 = 6 - 6
The comparisons with the exact frequency are shown in figures 3.11, 3.12 and 3.13. This
formulation exhibits much better dispersion characteristics than the original piecewise
constant integration. Waves corresponding to phase angles of 0, < 1. and 0, < 0.6 are
accurately propagated. This is twice the range of frequencies over the piecewise constant
formulation so that one half the number of cells of the mesh are needed to achieve the
same dispersion characteristics. This is a good improvement, but still does not achieve the
goal of 0, < 1.5. A way of further improving the dispersion characteristics is to perform
the integral using a combination of piecewise constant and piecewise linear functions to
achieve the finite element mass matrix used in finite element methods [25].
Finite Element Mass Matrix
Using a combination of piecewise constant and piecewise linear functions to integrate
equation 3.12 the function Ni becomes:
N(z, y)i = (1 - /3) (z, y) + u(az, yt)
where:
7(z, y) = piecewise constant function
I(z, y) ~= piecewise linear function
p constant
If / = 0, the approximation is piecewise constant and if / = 1, the approximation is piece-
wise linear. By placing the points defining the subvolumes at the centroids of the elements
and the midpoints of the edges, it is shown in Appendix A that by choosing P = 2, the
matrix M becomes identical to the finite element mass matrix [25]. Performing a Fourier
analysis using this matrix yields equation 3.13 for the numerical frequency with al = 18.
The results are shown in figures 3.14, 3.15 and 3.16. Note the marked improvement in the
dispersion characteristics of the scheme as compared with the linear and lumped schemes.
Wave numbers in the range 0 < 0, < 1.5 and 0 < 0, < 1.25 are captured with the cor-
rect wave speed using this integration. This is in the range desired and is an acceptable
scheme for reproducing unsteady, inviscid, fluid flows. In Chapter 4 a test demonstrates
the behavior of the three different schemes presented and comparisons are drawn to this
analysis.
3.2 Artificial Dissipation
Artificial dissipation is added to stabilize the numerical scheme in the vicinity of discontin-
uous flow structures (e.g. shocks) and for high frequency sawtooth waves. The dissipation
is based on the one dimensional TVD property of the convection equation [10]. This
concept is extended to multi-dimensions based on the work of Jameson [11, 12].
3.2.1 Background
The total variation for the one dimensional, scalar convection equation
Ou Of
+ f 0
ot dz
is:
TV(u) = dx (3.14)
The total variation can only decrease with time [14].
A numerical scheme for the one dimensional convection equation written as:
du3duj= cj+ (uj+1 - uj) + c.- (j-1 - Uj) (3.15)
is TVD if cj+1, cj- > 0 [11]. This is the positivity condition and ensures that a local
maximum at uj does not increase with time since d, < 0 and a local minimum doesdt -
not decrease with time since d -i > 0 if this condition is met. Since most schemes do not
satisfy this condition, the fluxes on the right side of equation 3.15 are modified by the
addition of an artificial dissipation which is determined to satisfy this requirement. The
numerical scheme in equation 3.15 can be rewritten as [11]:
dudu . f 0 (3.16)dt +  -;
where:
-' 
-- a u - uj)
f! 1. fj -, _ 1 , 1 - Uj_1)
a,+i+-j if uj+1  uS1 if j+1 = uj
Sf-fj-1 if j- Uj
3- o9 if Uj-1 = Uj
The term aj+ is the approximation to the convection speed f; aj_ and a +i are the
added numerical dissipation coefficients used to assure the positivity condition is met.
These coefficients must satisfy:
a 1 jai+ , a jai- (3.17)
Therefore, the modified flux f* ! becomes:
3 2 1 - 1 Au,+1
and similarly for f!' . This flux is equivalent to a first order upwind approximation [10,3--i
pp441]. Combining both fluxes in equation 3.16 yields:
du1  a 1  + a+ 1.1 (uj+l - u) + -a. +- 1 . 1) (u -u 1) = 0dt 2 2 2 2 (, 12+ 2
af
From the above formulation:
Of a, , (uj+l -uj) ifaj+ <0
O a _ (uj-1 - ui) if ai > 0
This shows the numerical approximation of f is indeed a first order upwind difference
stencil depending on the direction of the propagation speed aj+ .
This formulation is too diffusive and is modified by using a flux limiting procedure [11, 12].
This modifies the added diffusive flux to a less diffusive fourth difference stencil in smooth
regions of the flow and to the first order upwind stencil at extremum. The limited diffusive
flux is:
dj+1 = aj+L [Auj+ - L (Auj+, Auj 1 )]
where aj+1 is the same as equation 3.17 and the limiter L(u, v) is a limited average
satisfying the following properties:
Property 1 : L(u, u) = u
Property 2: L(/3u, 1v) = BL(u, v)
Property 3: L(u, v) = L(v, u)
Property 4: L(u, v) 0 if sign(u) sign(v)
I sign(u) IL(u, v)I if sign(u) = sign(v)
If the limiter is a strict average, i.e. L(u, v) = (u + v) when sign (u) = sign (v),
substituting into equation 3.16 gives:
1dj+ - dj_ = -a!(uj+ 2 - 4uj+1 + 6uj - 4- + u-2)
S 1 d 4 u 4
2 d=4
assuming a+= a = a.
Figure 3.17 shows three possible configurations for the differences, AuL, Auj+ and
Au+ . The first is an extremum at node j. The consecutive gradients show that
sign (Auj+ ) / sign (Auj ). Therefore, the limiter switches to the first order up-
wind scheme since L(u, v) = 0. The second shows a smoothly varying region of the flow
where sign (Auj +) sign (Au_ ). Therefore, the diffusive flux is limited in this re-
gion. The third shows a sawtooth wave with sign (Auj+) = sign (Au,- ). In this
case, the diffusive flux is limited. It is important to note that in this case the added
limited diffusive flux reinforces the positivity condition. This is shown in [11] given the
above properties for the limiter. Various alternative forms of limiters satisfying the above
properties will be discussed later.
3.2.2 Extension to the Generalized Finite Volume Scheme
Jameson [11, 12] outlines the extension of this technique to the solution of multi-dimensional,
scalar convection equations. The generalized, lumped mass matrix, finite volume approx-
imation to the two dimensional, model convection equation developed earlier is:
Sdu
Ad + (cikfk - lj Agk) = 0
k
where the summation k is over the edges attached to node j and Aj the area of the control
volume. The above equation is rewritten as:
j + E ajkAujk =0
k
where:
ckAf'-jkAjk if Uj 54 uk
j = Otk -lik i tj = Uk
A scheme that satisfies the positivity condition is formulated by adding a dissipation term
to the right side of the above equation of the form:
dissipation = Ei ajkAujk
k
The scheme becomes:
du
Aj- j +Eajk Aujk = ajkAujk (3.18)
k k
The positivity condition is satisfied if [11]:
ajk > Iajk
This formulation guarantees the maximum principle, i.e. i < 0 if uj is a maximum and
duj > 0 if uj is a minimum [11].dt
Again, this dissipation term is too diffusive in smooth regions of the flow. Therefore,
an antidiffusive flux is constructed and applied to each edge in regions where the flow is
smoothly varying. This flux is applied by using the limiting procedure described earlier.
The total diffusive flux is [11]:
dissipation = jajI (A - L (Au k, Au,1 )) (3.19)
k
The differences, Au k and Au-k, associated with edge jk are now evaluated based on the
solution at the neighboring elements. This is shown in figure 3.18 with edge jk and the
associated elements connected to the nodes defining the edge. The elements that edge jk
points into and out of are shaded in the first figure. These gradients are constructed by
extrapolating edge jk forward and backward and using the nodal values of the elements
into and out of which this edge points. This constructs a locally one dimensional gradient
at nodes j and k in the direction from node j to k.
The positive increment Ajk points into the element defined by nodes k, 1 and 2. The
values of u at these nodes are used to construct Au+ . A second order Taylor series
approximation about node k gives:
ul = Uk + Vuk-lAk
U 2 = Uk +VUk *k2
where Vuk is the gradient at node k; Akl and Ak2 are the vectors from node k to nodes
1 and 2 respectively. These are:
Vuk = SU
Ak = (k- 21, Yk- Y1)
Ak2 = (Xk- X2, k - 2)
This gives a system of two equations to solve for the gradient components:
U -- Uk Zk - 1 - Y1
u2 - uk zk - X2 Yk - Y1
- kY2 2
The matrix A is inverted to determine the gradients, giving:
S1 1 Yk - X2 -k +1 l1 - k
8/Iy -k + 2!2 k -1 U2 - Uk
Note the determinant 1A1 is twice the negative area of the triangle k, 1, 2. The increment
Auik is:
Auk = Akx. Vuk
This gives:
Au ~ Y - 2 Y1 - Y  U1 - Uk
- X2- Xk Xk- Y1 U2 - Uk
= T1 -2(area of kzl) -2(area of k2) ul - Uk
Therefore, Aujk is written as:
AUj = Eki (U1 - Uk) + Ek2 (u 2 - Uk) (3.20)
where:
area of element kzl area of element kz2
Ekl -Ek-area of element k12 ' Ek2 area of element k12
The coefficients Ekl and Ek2 are both positive. The same procedure is applied to determine
A u7k, giving:
Aujk =k3 (uj - u3 ) + Ek4 (Uj - u 4 ) (3.21)
where:
area of element kx3 area of element kz4
Ek3 Ek4area of element k34 ' 1k4 area of element k34
Since the coefficients Ekl, Ek2, Ek3 and Ek4 are non-negative, the limited diffusive flux in
equation 3.19 reinforces the positivity condition for each edge attached to node j [11]. This
scheme is known as the SLIP (Symmetric Limited Positive) scheme [11, 12].
3.2.3 Limiters and Soft Limiting
Many types of limiters satisfy the four properties described earlier. The Minmod and Van
Leer limiters are two types and are defined as:
Minmod : L (u, v) = S (u, v)minimum (ul, Ivl)
Van Leer: L (u, v) = S (u, v) 2 u IvI
Iul + IVl
where the function S(u, v) is:
S (u, v) = (sign(u) + sign(v))
Therefore,
1 if sign(u) = sign(v) = 1
S (u, v) = if sign(u) $ sign(v)
-1 if sign(u) = sign(v) = -1
which guarantees the limiters satisfy Property 4.
A problem with these limiters is they do not distinguish between a smooth or a sharp
extrema. They become zero at smooth extrema in the flow, decreasing the accuracy of the
solution in these regions by adding too much dissipation. Therefore, a limiter not active at
smooth extrema is constructed to maintain a low amount of dissipation in these regions.
(Not active means L(u, v) 0 0.) These limiters are termed soft, or ELED (Essentially
Local Extremum Diminishing), limiters [12].
The Minmod and Van Leer limiters are rewritten as [12]:
L (u, v) = D (u, v) (u + v)
where:
D (u,V) = 1- u+j Iv
Setting q = 1 gives the Minmod limiter and q = 2 produces the Van Leer limiter [12]. The
function D(u, v) is modified to allow smooth extrema (i.e D(u, v) $ 0 even if sign(u) $
sign(v)). This is accomplished by the modification:
D* (u, v) = 1- u- q
I ma ((jul + jvl), A?) I
which sets a lower bound on the sum of the gradients, i.e. Jul + IvJ > EAZ. If this
inequality is satisfied, the modified D*(u, v) is the original function, D(u, v).
For the one dimensional, scalar convection equation, the gradients Au+, Auj+j and
Auj i are all of the order Az2 for a locally smooth extrema. This is seen from a Taylor
series expansion about node j and d = 0 if node j is a local extremum:
duj Az2 d2Uj
Au -j+i =Ax + + ""7+ dx 2! dx2
Ad= 2Ax + (2A) 2 d2u
A +u dx 2! dZ2
dui Ax2 d2 ujAu = -Ax- + +...3--i dx 2! d2
Choosing r = and q > 2 ensures that the limiter provides an approximation which is of
the order Ax 2 [12]. If Jul + lvj < eAz', the term in the absolute value of D*(u, v) is of the
order A2 I. Withy = 1order A 2-  With r , the term in the absolute value is of order AxI. The function
D*(u, v) is rewritten as:
D*(u, v) = 1 - P(u, v)
where P(u, v) is of order Axz. Substituting the expression for L(u, v) using D*(u, v) into
equation 3.19 gives:
dj+. ai+ Auj+i. - 1(1- S(Au+t, Au,-_..)) (Au+,+ + AuI2+ 2+ 1 2 -2 ~2 2 2/
The limited dissipation contains a term of order Az3 and a term which is of order Az1+2
[11]. If q > 2 the dissipation is guaranteed to be of order A 2 .
If uj is a maximum, the following holds for the scalar convection equation [12]:
uj < 1 j+ 1 + a 1 es'
dt - 2 2
r
This establishes an upper bound for d. Likewise, if uj is a local minimum, - > -r.
Therefore, the scheme is ELED since local extremum are allowed to increase or decrease.
Note as Az -+ 0 then r -+ 0 if r > 0.
Choice of E
The choice of E in the soft limiter is somehow arbitrary. It is appropriate to make this
term an upper bound of a second derivative since the differences at a smooth extrema are
proportional to a second derivative. A second derivative at an extrema is approximated
by:
d2u 1 Auj+ - Au+j+
z--  2 A 2 + O(Az2)d 2  2 Az 2
Specifying the numerator gives an upper bound for each edge of a fixed mesh. This gives:
1 T d2U
upper bound
where T is a specified quantity. Substituting this into the expression for D*(u, v) results
in a term which is of order Az "-2
Reducing the Limited Dissipation
The coefficient multiplying the limited dissipation, i.e Iajik , is too large for smooth regions
of the flow when the limiter is not active. This formulation provides more diffusion than
necessary. Therefore, the soft limiting procedure is modified as follows:
dissipation = (1 - Vc4 -D*(A+, A k)) ik A k - D*(A a )(Auk + Auk
where 0 < Vc 4 < 1. Choosing Vc 4 reduces the coefficient Iajkl in smooth regions of the
flow where D*(u, v) = 1. Therefore, the dissipation is:
dissipation = (1 - Vc4)akI (AUjk - k + k
The term lajkl is multiplied by (1 - Vc4 ) which is less than or equal to one. If j is an
extremum, D*(u, v) = 0 and the dissipation becomes the lower order dissipation.
3.2.4 Unsymmetric Edge Coefficients
The finite volume scheme developed in this chapter is conservative in the sense that when
summing up the equation for all the control volumes, the contributions corresponding to
interior boundaries cancel out identically. This is illustrated in figure 3.2. The addition
of artificial dissipation to stabilize the scheme must guarantee that the scheme remains
conservative to ensure proper shock capturing properties [10]. The dissipation is based
on edges of the mesh and the corresponding edge coefficients, cjk and lik. To ensure the
added dissipation is conservative, the dissipation added to the nodes of an edge must be
equal in magnitude and opposite in sign. This guarantees the cancellation of the total
dissipation for all edges, therefore ensuring the scheme remains conservative.
The edge coefficients depend on the control volumes used for the nodes defining an edge.
There are a pair of coefficients for each node of the edge. If an edge contains two pairs of
coefficients not equal in magnitude and opposite in sign, the dissipation calculated for the
nodes of the edge will not cancel and the scheme will not be conservative.
It is possible to define a symmetric pair of coefficients, qjk and rjk, and an antisymmetric
pair of coefficients, qjk and rjk, for an edge. These coefficients satisfy:
6 & 6
qjk = -qkj, rjk = -rkj qjk = q kj r k = rk
They are defined as:
q)k = (ck - ckj)
rjk 1 (lijk - kj)
qk 1
rjk = (lk kj)
1
qkj = (Ci -ck)
tkj (lkj - tjk)
The fluxes for nodes j and k of the edge are rewritten using these new coefficients, yielding:
node j: cjkA fk - ljkAt 9k = (qjkAfk - rjkAgjk) + q fk - r'kAgjk
node k : CkAfkj - lkJAgkj = (qjAfkj - rjAgkj) + (q fkI - rkAgI)
The first set of terms in parenthesis for nodes j and k are symmetric, satisfying:
(qjkfjkfk - rjkAgjk) = (qkjAfk, - rkAgk)
(Recall that Afk = -Afkj and likewise Agjk = -Agkj.) The second set of terms in
parenthesis are antisymmetric, satisfying:
(qkAfjk - r;kAgjk = -(qkAfk 3 - rkAgkj)
This antisymmetric term is a diffusion-like term resulting from the choice of the control
volumes used for nodes j and k. Therefore, this term must be considered in the positivity
condition.
The combined flux and dissipation contributions to the nodes of the edge are:
node j : (ajk + /jk - ajk) Aujk
node k : (-ajk + jk - ajk) AUk
where:
aJ { qjkAfi-k-Tjkag'k if uj $ Uk1 au o k 2 if uj uk
q; kA f j k - r7;A9,k if u3  uk{jk 7ka if U= Uk
, - r' i92 if uj Uk
and ajk is the added dissipation in equation 3.18. If node j is a maximum, the positivity
condition requires:
ajk + Ojk - ajk < 0
This is satisfied if:
ajk > I ajkI + /3jk
Likewise, for a maximum at node k, the positivity condition requires:
-ajk + )3 jk - aik < 0
This is satisfied if:
ajk - ajk I + jk
Therefore, the artificial dissipation must include the antisymmetric pjk term to ensure the
positivity condition is satisfied. Equation 3.19 for this edge becomes:
djk = (Iajk + 3jk)(Auk - L(Au, Aujk)
It is noted that if the control volumes are defined by the centroids of the elements and
the midpoints of the edges, the edge coefficients will be symmetric in the interior of the
domain and 3jk = 0 . The only antisymmetric terms would lie on the boundaries of the
domain.
3.2.5 Comments
The formulation of the artificial dissipation is based on the lumped mass matrix version of
the scheme. Therefore, using this dissipation for the matrix versions does not guarantee
the scheme will satisfy the positivity condition for each edge. In practice, however, the use
of the consistent mass matrix yields oscillation-free results and has the added advantage
of much improved dispersion characteristics.
3.3 Extension to the Euler Equations
Extending the above derivation to the compressible Euler equations is straightforward.
The Euler equations governing two dimensional, inviscid, compressible flow are stated in
integral, conservative, vector form as:
t f Ofl + j(P n, + -n)dS = O (3.22)
where U, I and G are:
SPU 2 +p Put
pu Pus = pu+p
pE puH pvH
p=density, p=pressure, [u,v]= cartesian velocity components, E=total specific energy,
H=E + P [1, 15]. The equation of state is needed to close the system. It is written as:
p = (y - l)(pE - p(u2 + 22))
The finite volume scheme developed in the previous section applies to this equation set
by replacing f, g and u with vector form F, G and U respectively. This gives:
d n edgesa
Mij d  = - (ck k - jkAGjk) (3.23)
k=l
The lumped finite volume scheme extension to the two dimensional Euler equation is:
A dUA + (ckA Ok - jkA k)= 0
k
The term in the summation can be viewed as the dot product of two vectors:
AGjk
A SLIP scheme for the Euler equation is constructed by defining a matrix, A, that is a
function of the state variables, Uj and Uk, for an edge. This matrix satisfies the following
properties:
.7 U A U U = AU
A(4,0)-= A(0)
Roe's construction [19] satisfies these conditions and is used to formulate the artificial
dissipation [11, 12]. The dissipation has the form:
dissipation = A (s I) (k - 0)
k
where the absolute value of the matrix is determined by decomposing the matrix A using
the matrix of eigenvectors, T, and diagonal matrix of eigenvalues, A:
A = TAT - 1
The absolute value of A is determined using the absolute value of the eigenvalue matrix:
AI = 1 ,iT-i
This scheme has the form:
dU
A dt +  (ckaai- ljGjk -J (|l, U ) ( k U )) =ok
This is again too diffusive and the use of a limiter is required. The introduction of the
limiter yields:
dissipation = EkTIAI -1 (Aj k - L (Afk Ak ))
characteristic variables
If the edge coefficients are unsymmetric, the extension from the scalar convection equation
gives two Roe matrices:
A(,k) = kA k - rkAGJk
The dissipation becomes:
dissipation =~ (-A + A') (AOk - L (A , A ))
k
The soft limiter is used along with the procedure that reduces the amount of higher order
diffusive flux. Also, the Roe matrix is never calculated identically. Instead a procedure
developed by Turkel [22] is used which reduces the matrix multiplication AIAU into a
process of three vector multiplications and three additions.
Harten's Correction
The dissipation previously developed can introduce non-entropy satisfying solutions. These
solutions contain regions in which the entropy discontinuously decreases, violating the sec-
ond law of thermodynamics. Such regions are known as "expansion" shocks and result
from the numerical viscosity ajk --+ 0. This occurs when an eigenvalue of the Roe matrix
becomes zero. A simple correction developed in [8] is used to ensure that no eigenvalue of
the Roe matrix will become zero. This correction is:
1 1 (f+IAI) if IAl<e{ IAI if AIE
where e is some specified minimum for the absolute value of any of the eigenvalues, A.
(Note that this correction is only applied to the first Roe matrix, IAI, in the dissipation
for the unsymmetric coefficient case.)
3.4 Time Integration
The time integration technique is an explicit two-stage predictor/corrector method. The
method is known as the Modified Euler Method and guarantees the scheme remains mono-
tone, i.e. satisfies the positivity condition [20]. It is:
predictor: uf = un - tFluzi
corrector : +l _ If+ - , Flu)
This integration is second order accurate in time. For the mass matrix version of the
scheme, this becomes:
predictor: (u, - q) = -AtIfI-'Flax
corrector: (u + 1 - (,i + u*)) = Ati9j 'Flux?
An inexpensive iterative procedure is used to invert the mass matrix [18, pp 4 9].
3.5 Stability
The time step limitation for the predictor/corrector technique is based on an energy sta-
bility analysis performed by Giles [7]. The maximum allowable time step for the lumped
finite volume scheme is:
ti= aA
le [q-j k - rjkt)] + Vqjk +
where a is the speed of sound; u and v are the cartesian velocity components; A is the
area of the control volume; and a is a safety factor. The qjk and rjk coefficients are used
instead of cjk and ljk since the analysis is based on defining a symmetric approximation
to the fluxes, W and -G. The safety factor a = .8 is used for the lumped scheme. The
finite element and finite volume mass matrix versions use a = .25. This proves to be a
sufficient time step limitation for the problems presented.
Time accurate calculations are advanced at the minimum local time step over the entire
mesh. Steady state applications use local time stepping, i.e. each node is advanced at its
own allowable time step to accelerate convergence.
3.6 Conclusions
In this chapter a finite volume scheme for the two dimensional model convection equation
is developed. This scheme can be implemented on general, unstructured meshes and uses
linear functions from the finite element method to spatially approximate the unknowns.
The volumes used for integration are arbitrarily defined by a point within each element
and a point that lies on each edge. It is shown that the spatial discretization of the scheme
developed may be written in terms of differences along edges of the mesh giving it the
appearance of a finite difference scheme.
A Fourier analysis is performed to investigate the scheme's dispersion characteristics.
These characteristics are shown to strongly depend on the method of integration used to
evaluate f fn a2. A piecewise constant, piecewise linear and a combination of piecewise
constant and piecewise linear approximations are chosen as the methods of integration.
The piecewise constant method shows the least favorable dispersion characteristics of the
three. A piecewise linear integration yields a matrix that couples the nodes connected to
a given node. This shows an improvement over the piecewise constant integration. The
matrix formed from the piecewise linear approximation is slightly different than the mass
matrix used in the finite element method. By restricting the volumes of integration and
choosing a combination of piecewise constant and piecewise linear functions to perform the
integration, a matrix identical to the finite element mass matrix is determined. This form
of integration yields a large improvement over the piecewise constant integration method.
Therefore, for unsteady flow calculations this type of evaluation of f f, 1u should be used.
The addition of artifical dissipation to stabilize the scheme is discussed. This dissipation
is based on a flux limiting procedure. It is noticed that depending on the control volumes
chosen, a certain amount of dissipation is already in the numerical scheme. A method of
including this dissipation into the artificial dissipation results in the definition of symmetric
and antisymmetric flux terms for each edge. Also, the concept of an ELED scheme is
incorporated into the limiting procedure to reduce the amount of dissipation applied at
smooth extrema. Finally, the finite volume scheme with artifical dissipation is extended
to the compressible Euler equations.
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Figure 3.10: Surface Plot of Phase Characteristics for Lumped Mass Matrix
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Chapter 4
Code Validation
Two examples are used to validate the algorithm formulated in Chapter 3. Both test
cases are transient applications where the exact solution can be determined. The first
application is a shock tube and the second is a density perturbation in a uniform flow.
4.1 Shock Tube
The shock tube application is a good application for testing the scheme's ability to cap-
ture shocks and transient phenomena. The exact solution to the problem is outlined in
Appendix D and is illustrated in figure D.1.
The initial conditions for the shock tube problem used for testing are given in table 4.1.
The exact solution is shown in figures 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5.
Numerical simulations are performed for various meshes and combinations of algorithm
parameters which are summarized in table 4.2. The boundary conditions used for the
numerical simulation are illustrated in figure 4.1 and discussed in Appendix C. The meshes
are uniform meshes comprised of quadrilaterals cells split into two triangular elements.
Periodic boundary conditions are used on the upper and lower surfaces of the shock tube to
help enforce the one-dimensionality of the problem and also verify their implementation
in the numerical scheme. The Euler equations are non-dimensionalized as discussed in
Appendix E using the density and speed of sound of the driven gas as the reference density
and reference speed. The length of the shock tube is chosen as the reference length.
4.1.1 Case 1
This simulation uses the lumped mass matrix and soft limiting. The results are presented
in figures 4.6,4.7, 4.8 and 4.9. The numerical simulation resolves the shock and expan-
sion regions adequately. The contact discontinuity between regions two and three is not
resolved very well and is diffused more than the shock. A possible explanation for this
effect is that the contact discontinuity is not a nonlinearly driven flow feature. The nu-
merical dissipation does not recognize the difference between this feature and the shock.
Therefore, it applies a similar amount of dissipation to both flow features, resulting in a
loss in resolution of the contact discontinuity.
4.1.2 Case 2
This simulation is identical to Case 1 except that it uses a smaller coefficient, Vc 4, for
the higher order dissipation. The results are shown in figures 4.10,4.11, 4.12 and 4.13.
A closer inspection of the results between Case 1 and Case 2 (see figures 4.15, 4.14 and
4.16) shows that Case 2 diffuses the flow more than Case 1. The gradient at the shock
is lessened as is apparent in figure 4.16. This is expected using the smaller coefficient in
Case 2.
4.1.3 Case 3
This simulation uses the finite element mass matrix with the soft limiter and higher order
dissipation coefficient the same as for Case 1. The results are shown in figures 4.17, 4.18,
4.19 and 4.20. Comparing these results with the lumped mass matrix results shows a
slight difference in the expansion region of the flow. The lumped solution exhibits a lag
in the density plot, shown in figure 4.6. The finite element mass matrix solution does not
exhibit this behavior, but appears dissipative near the tail of the expansion wave which
could be a result of the limiting procedure.
4.1.4 Case 4
This simulation uses the finite element mass matrix with a smaller higher order dissipation
coefficient. The results are shown in figures 4.21, 4.22, 4.23 and 4.24. The solution looks
very similar to the Case 3 solution except in the expansion region where it appears slightly
more diffused.
4.1.5 Case 5
This simulation uses the finite volume mass matrix. The results are shown in figures 4.25,
4.26,4.27 and 4.28. The same coefficients for the dissipation and the soft limiter are used
as for Case 1 and Case 3. Comparing the results with the finite element and lumped
mass matrices shows a small variation between the three. The finite volume mass matrix
solution appears to lie between the lumped and finite element mass matrix solutions in
the expansion region. This can be expected from the Fourier analysis found in Appendix
B and the discussion in Chapter 3. Overall, the results agree quite well with the exact
solution.
4.1.6 Case 6
This simulation uses a mesh with twice as many nodes as the previous six cases. The
results are shown in figures 4.29, 4.30 and 4.31. The figures show increased resolution of
the contact discontinuity and the shock wave as expected. These results are in excellent
agreement with the exact solution.
4.2 Density Perturbation
This application is chosen to test the scheme's ability to convect small perturbations. It
consists of a uniform flowfield with a density perturbation in the center of the domain.
The density perturbation is convected uniformly downstream at the freestream velocity.
The exact solution for this application is determined using the linearized Euler equations
and is found in [21] and in Appendix D. Figure 4.33 shows a schematic of the simulation.
Several different simulations are made for both a Gaussian profile and a square profile
perturbation. These are summarized in table 4.3. Cases 1, 2 and 3 focus on the differences
between the mass matrices. Cases 4, 5 and 6 focus on the soft limiting aspects of the flux
limiter. Cases 7, 8 and 9 focus on the use of different higher order flux coefficients, Vc 4.
All cases use a freestream Mach number of .5. The boundary conditions are the locally
one dimensional Riemann Invariant treatment found in Appendix C. The Euler equations
are non-dimensionalized using the freestream density, freestream speed of sound and the
length of the flow domain.
4.2.1 Case 1
This simulation uses the finite element mass matrix with no limiting. This means that only
the higher order diffusive flux is used so the perturbation is not significantly diffused as it
is convected. The result is illustrated in figure 4.34, showing the perturbation magnitude
versus the streamwise location.
The ability of the finite element mass matrix scheme to adequately convect the density
perturbation is clearly evident. The numerical solution agrees very nicely with the exact
solution with little attenuation.
4.2.2 Case 2
This simulation is the same as Case 1, but uses the finite volume mass matrix. Figure 4.35
shows the result of the numerical solution. The numerical solution exhibits some lag in
the convection of the pertubation which is not evident in the finite element mass matrix
solution. This agrees with the Fourier analysis presented in Appendix B and Chapter 3
which show the finite volume mass matrix scheme deviates from the correct wave speed
for phase angles greater than one. The finite element mass matrix is able to replicate
the correct wave speed of phase angles up to 1.5. This simulation re-inforces the Fourier
analysis.
4.2.3 Case 3
This simulation is the same as Cases 1 and 2, but uses the lumped mass matrix. Figure
4.36 shows the numerical solution. The solution exhibits a large deviation in convecting
the perturbation and shows oscillations on the upstream side. This oscillation could be
a result of the scheme's inability to properly propagate the higher frequency modes that
comprise the perturbation. Since these waves propagate at a slower speed than the low
frequency modes as shown in the Fourier analysis in Appendix B and Chapter 3, they
tend to separate from the other modes. Therefore, the oscillation can be a result of this
effect.
4.2.4 Case 4
This simulation tests the effect of the soft limiting procedure. It uses the finite element
mass matrix with the soft limiting perturbation coefficient, A = 1.e - 6. The result is
shown in figure 4.37. The scheme convects the perturbation and agrees well with the
exact solution. The limiter tends to smooth the high gradient regions without too large
an attenuation in the flow structure.
4.2.5 Case 5
This simulation increases the soft limiting perturbation coefficient to W = 1.e - 2 , one order
of magnitude larger than the density perturbation. The result is shown in figure 4.38 and
shows oscillations at the large gradient areas of the flow structure. Both oscillations
appear on the upwind side (recall the flow direction is from left to right). The soft limiter
allows these perturbations in the solution as compared with Case 4 which does not exhibit
this behavior. Therefore, this indicates that the soft limiter is effective in allowing small
perturbations. The oscillations in the figure are very small, of the order 1.e-4. They
should not be as evident for a larger density perturbation.
4.2.6 Case 6
This simulation is the same as Case 5, but with a larger density perturbation. The result
is shown in figure 4.39 and shows no apparent oscillation in the large gradient regions.
Very small deviations appear at the same locations as the oscillations in Case 5. It is
an acceptable compromise in allowing the limiting procedure to have small perturbations
which can be acoustic phenomena. Overall, the scheme performs adequately in capturing
the flow solution.
4.2.7 Case 7
This simulation uses the standard limiting procedure, finite element mass matrix, no soft
limiting (i.e. ' = 0) and Vc4 = 0. The result is shown in figure 4.40 and shows a large
attenuation of the density perturbation. This is due to the limiting procedure smoothing
the peak of the perturbation as it is convected downstream. This indicates a soft limiting
procedure is needed to allow the perturbation to pass unattenuated.
4.2.8 Case 8
This simulation uses the soft limiter and a higher order dissipation coefficient, Vc 4 = .5.
The result is given in figure 4.41 and shows very little attenuation of the disturbance as
compared to Case 7. The soft limiting is capable of allowing the disturbance to convect
without the smoothing effect of the normal limiting procedure.
4.2.9 Case 9
This simulation is the same as Case 8, but with the higher order dissipation coefficient,
Vc4, set to .99. The result is given in figure 4.42 and shows a smaller attenuation of the
disturbance. This behavior is expected with the limiter applying less dissipation than in
Case 8.
4.3 Conclusions
This chapter tests the numerical scheme for the solution of the Euler equations developed in
the previous section. The shock tube simulation illustrates the shock capturing capability
of the soft limiting procedure for all three schemes: lumped, finite volume and finite
element mass matrix. Although the numerical dissipation is based on the lumped mass
matrix form, the finite element and finite volume mass matrices exhibit no oscillations in
the vicinity of the shock. Small variations between the three schemes are noticed in the
expansion region of the flow. Also, refining the mesh increases the resolution of the shock
and interface as expected.
The convected density perturbation reinforces the conclusions drawn from the Fourier
analysis of Chapter 3 and Appendix B. This simulation shows the finite element mass
matrix's improved ability over the finite volume and lumped mass matrices to accurately
propagate a disturbance. Finally, the soft limiting procedure shows a large improvement
over the standard limiting procedure in reducing the attenuation of a disturbance as it is
convected.
Table 4.1: Initial Shock Tube Conditions
Pi 1 atm
Pi 1.225 kgsec
P4 10
P1
P4 8Pl
7 1.4
shock tube length 3 m
shock tube height 1 m
diaphragm location 1.5 m
elapsed time 2.0862 msec
Table 4.2: Inputs for the Numerical Simulation of the Shock Tube
Case No. Matrix T Vc4 Mesh
1 Lumped .01 .9 100x33
2 Lumped .01 .45 100x33
3 Finite Element .01 .9 100x33
4 Finite Element .01 .45 100x33
5 Finite Volume .01 .9 100x33
6 Lumped .01 .9 200x67
Table 4.3: Inputs for the Numerical Simulation of the Density Perturbation
Case No. Matrix T Vc4  Mesh Profile Ap
1 Finite Element No limiting .999 50x50 Gaussian .001
2 Finite Volume No limiting .999 50x50 Gaussian .001
3 Lumped No limiting .999 50x50 Gaussian .001
4 Finite Element .01 .45 50x50 Square .001
5 Finite Element .01 .9 50x50 Square .001
6 Finite Element .01 .9 50x50 Square .1
7 Finite Element 0. 0. 50x50 Gaussian .001
8 Finite Element No limiting .999 50x50 Gaussian .001
9 Finite Element No limiting .999 50x50 Gaussian .001
Wall Periodic Boundaries
Figure 4.1: Shock Tube with Boundary Conditions
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Figure 4.2: Density Distribution in Shock Tube
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Figure 4.3: Pressure Distribution in Shock Tube
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Figure 4.4: Mach Number Distribution in Shock Tube
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Figure 4.5: Axial Velocity Distribution in Shock Tube
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Figure 4.7: Pressure Distribution in Shock Tube for Case 1
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Figure 4.8: Mach Number Distribution in Shock Tube for Case 1
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Figure 4.9: Axial Velocity Distribution in Shock Tube for Case 1
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Figure 4.10: Density Distribution in Shock Tube for Case 2
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Figure 4.11: Pressure Distribution in Shock Tube for Case 2
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Figure 4.12: Mach Number Distribution in Shock Tube for Case 2
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Figure 4.13: Axial Velocity Distribution in Shock Tube for Case 2
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Figure 4.14: Density Distribution Comparison of Case 1 vs Case 2 in the Interface Region
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Figure 4.15: Density Distribution Comparison of Case 1 vs Case 2 in the Expansion Region
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Figure 4.16: Density Distribution Comparison of Case 1 vs Case 2 in the Shock Region
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Figure 4.17: Density Distribution in Shock Tube for Case 3
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Figure 4.18: Pressure Distribution in Shock Tube for Case 3
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Figure 4.19: Mach Number Distribution in Shock Tube for Case 3
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Figure 4.20: Axial Velocity Distribution in Shock Tube for Case 3
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Figure 4.21: Density Distribution in Shock Tube for Case 4
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Figure 4.22: Pressure Distribution in Shock Tube for Case 4
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Figure 4.23: Mach Number Distribution in Shock Tube for Case 4
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Figure 4.24: Axial Velocity Distribution in Shock Tube for Case 4
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Figure 4.25: Density Distribution in Shock Tube for Case 5
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Figure 4.26: Pressure Distribution in Shock Tube for Case 5
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Figure 4.27: Mach Number Distribution in Shock Tube for Case 5
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Figure 4.28: Axial Velocity Distribution in Shock Tube for Case 5
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Figure 4.29: Density Distribution in Shock Tube for Case 6
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Figure 4.31: Mach Number Distribution in Shock Tube for Case 6
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Figure 4.32: Axial Velocity Distribution in Shock Tube for Case 6
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Figure 4.33: Schematic of Density Perturbation Test Case
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Figure 4.34: Streamwise Density Perturbation for Case 1
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Figure 4.35: Streamwise Density Perturbation for Case 2
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Figure 4.36: Streamwise Density Perturbation for Case 3
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Figure 4.37: Streamwise Density Perturbation for Case 4
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Figure 4.38: Streamwise Density Perturbation for Case 5
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Figure 4.39: Streamwise Density Perturbation for Case 6
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Figure 4.41: Streamwise Density Perturbation for Case 8
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Figure 4.40: Streamwise Density Perturbation for Case 7
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Figure 4.42: Streamwise Density Perturbation for Case 9
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Chapter 5
Compressor Simulation
5.1 Background
5.1.1 Compressor
The compressor modeled in the numerical simulation is a two-stage axial fan designed
by General Electric Aircraft Engines. This is a low aspect ratio fan used primarily for
research such as flowfield prediction. The data for the first stage blades, provided by the
Compressor Research Facility (CRF) located at Wright Labs, is actually the location of
sensors at various cross sections of the blade and is used to reconstruct the blade shape.
There are 16 blades in the first stage rotor. The design speed of the compressor is 13,288
rpm.
5.1.2 Experimental Setup
Figure 5.1 gives a diagram of the experimental setup for the first stage rotor of the com-
pressor rig. A distortion duct is placed at 0.3834 m ahead of the leading edge at 85 percent
span. The duct provides an angularly periodic total pressure pattern and is used for a
forced response compressor test.
5.2 Numerical Simulation
The numerical simulation is two dimensional. The blade profile at 85 percent span of the
blade is used for the simulation. The span is the length of the blade from the root or hub
to the blade tip as illustrated in figure 5.1. This location is chosen since the streamline
deviation from the leading to the trailing edge of the blade is less than one percent as
measured in the experiment. Therefore, the flow in this region can be modeled as two
dimensional.
The compressible Euler equations are used to model the flow with the computations per-
formed in the rotating frame of reference, i.e. moving with the compressor. The two
dimensional Euler equations are still valid in the rotating frame of reference.
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The Euler equations are non-dimensionalized using inlet stagnation quantities in the sta-
tionary frame of reference. These quantities are the stagnation speed of sound, at, the
stagnation density, Pt and a reference length of unity. The stagnation density is determined
from the specified inlet axial stagnation pressure and the stagnation speed of sound. Each
value is non-dimensionalized as discussed in Appendix E. Therefore, the non-dimensional,
axial inlet stagnation quantities are:
1
Pt* -, t* =
7
The coefficient of pressure, C,, is based on the axial stagnation pressure, stagnation density
and stagnation speed of sound as follows:
P - Pt
CP 1 2
Therefore, using the non-dimensional parameters this becomes:
C, = 2 (P* - Pt )
5.2.1 Blade and Flow Domain Representation
The flow domain is represented with an unstructured mesh created by the mesh generation
process outlined in Chapter 2. Elements are clustered around the leading and trailing edges
of the blade to resolve the blade profile in these areas. A periodic boundary is constructed
in the center of the flow passage between successive blades, with the blade lying in the
center of the mesh. The flow passage between the blades is refined to help resolve flow
features within the passage. The inlet boundary is placed at 0.5 m ahead of the leading
edge of the blade. Likewise, the exit boundary is placed at 0.5 m behind the trailing edge
of the blade. The mesh is shown in figure 2.14. Multiple blade passages are created by
patching replicas of the mesh together (see figure 2.16).
The profile of the blade is extracted from the three dimensional blade description using
linear interpolation between the data points provided. Unfortunately, the data does not
contain points on the leading and trailing edges of the blade. Therefore, these curves of
the blade are created using the splining technique outlined in Chapter 2 to create a curve
segment for these regions. This results in slightly extending the profile as illustrated in
figure 5.2.
5.2.2 Boundary Conditions
Three types of boundary conditions are used in the numerical simulation: prescribed back
pressure, prescribed axial total pressure and periodicity. Figure 5.4 shows the bound-
aries of the flow domain associated with these conditions and Appendix C describes the
application of each of these boundary conditions in the numerical algorithm.
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At the inlet, the axial total pressure is prescribed. This is chosen to numerically represent
the conditions of the experiment. In the experiment, the compressor draws mass flow
from a reservoir through an inlet. This reservoir is typically the atmosphere and the flow
ingested into the compressor is usually an axially aligned flow. Therefore, the axial total
pressure measured by a pitot probe is the atmospheric pressure. By specifying the total
axial flow conditions at the inlet boundary, the compressor in the numerical simulation is
allowed to draw in mass flow. Since the flow calculations are performed in the rotating
frame of reference, the compressor speed is also specified at the inlet boundary.
The static pressure is specified at the exit boundary of the flow domain. This boundary
condition acts as a throttle to control the amount of mass flow the compressor draws into
the domain.
The periodic boundary conditions are specified at the upper and lower boundaries of the
domain. These conditions are used to enforce periodicity in the flow solution. Therefore,
only one blade passage is needed for the numerical simulations that use a uniform axial
total pressure at the inlet.
5.2.3 Startup
The compressor is started from rest and its rotational speed slowly increased until the
final operating speed is reached. This approach is taken because starting the compressor
impulsively at the operating speed results in leading edge stall. Therefore, slowly increas-
ing the speed of the compressor gives the flow time to react to the conditions and allows
the compressor time to draw in more mass flow from the inlet boundary. Also, a starting
axial flow velocity is specified to give an initial mass flow, helping to reduce the tendency
of the compressor to stall.
The back pressure is slowly increased as the compressor speed is increased. This gives the
flow time to establish itself within the blade passage. Otherwise, by instantaneously setting
the back pressure at the operating value, a large pressure wave propagates upstream. If
the flow is not established, this pressure wave decreases the axial momentum to a degree
that the compressor blade stalls.
5.2.4 Clean Flow Simulations
The clean flow simulations have a constant axial total pressure at the inlet. These simu-
lations are carried out using two compressor speeds: 67 percent and 85 percent corrected
design speed. Corrected speed, used to account for changes in atmospheric conditions, is
defined as:
N
Vf0_
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where 0 is the square root of the ratio of the total inlet temperature and a reference
temperature (usually the standard atmospheric temperature) as follows:
-Tref
The reference conditions for the compressor simulations are found in table 5.1. One blade
passage was simulated numerically using periodic boundary conditions with a series of
increasing back pressures.
The flow solver uses local time stepping to accelerate convergence of the solution to steady
state. Also, the lumped mass matrix version of the solver is used since time accuracy is
not an issue in this simulation.
67 Percent Corrected Design Speed
The inlet conditions for these simulations are given in table 5.2.
Results
Back Pressure = 1.185 atm This simulation results in a choked flow within the blade
passage. The Mach number distribution along the blade is shown in figure 5.5. A shock
appears near the trailing edge of the blade on the suction surface and crosses the passage,
striking the pressure surface of the blade above it approximately midway along the blade.
The shock strength on the pressure surface of the blade is weaker than on the suction
surface as seen from the lower Mach number ratio. The Mach contours are shown in
figure 5.17. This is a passage shock and not a bow shock that has been ingested into the
passage. Since the relative Mach number (i.e. the Mach number in the rotating frame
of reference) is 1.045, this creates a bow shock ahead of the upper blade that strikes
the suction surface at approximately one third the chord from the leading edge. The
Mach number profile shows this weaker shock causes the flow to become subsonic. This
confirms that the shock at the trailing edge is definitely a passage shock caused by the
flow becoming critical within the passage for the specified back pressure. The leading and
trailing edges of the blades exhibit sharp gradients in the Mach number distribution. Note
that the Mach number near the leading edge does not reach zero at the stagnation point,
but does attain a very small value.
The C, distribution along the blade is shown in figure 5.11. The shock is clearly shown on
the suction surface near the trailing edge of the blade and on the pressure surface about
midway along the chord. The bow shock is also clearly visible in the figure. The large
gradients shown at the leading and trailing edges are due to the inviscid approximation of
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the fluid mechanics. The numerical algorithm appears to adequately represent the shock
structures with no oscillations evident in the vicinity of the shocks.
The convergence history of the numerical simulation is shown in figure 5.19. This plot
shows the natural log of the maximum density residual (normalized by the reference den-
sity) over the entire mesh versus the iteration. The numerical scheme exhibits good con-
vergence characteristics for this simulation. The mass flow at the inlet boundary is shown
in figure 5.20. The sharp drop in mass flow at iteration 1250 is caused by the pressure
wave from the back pressure boundary condition reaching the inlet boundary.
Back Pressure = 1.25 atm The back pressure is increased to 1.25 atm in an attempt
to remove the passage shock. The simulation is started from the previously converged
solution for 1.185 atm. The Mach number distribution on the blade is shown in figure 5.6.
The figure shows the passage shock moving upstream within the passage and is weaker
than the 1.185 atm simulation. The bow shock ahead of the blade does not appear to
move or change in strength.
The C, distribution is shown in figure 5.12 and correlates with the Mach number distribu-
tion, showing the passage shock moving forward and the bow shock remaining the same.
The mass flow does not change from the 1.185 atm back pressure specification, signifying
that the compressor is choked.
Back Pressure = 1.30, 1.301, 1.31 atm The back pressure is increased to 1.30, 1.301
and 1.31 atm. The Mach number distributions, shown in figures 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9, illustrate
the passage shock continually moving forward and weakening within the passage. Again,
the bow shock remains in the same position with the same strength.
The C, distributions are shown in figures 5.13, 5.14 and 5.15. These figures reflect the
same behavior as the Mach number figures. The mass flow remains the same for these
simulations (a choked condition), but the total pressure ratio increases as expected.
Back Pressure = 1.33 atm The flow is unchoked at this back pressure, as seen from
the Mach number distribution in figure 5.10. The bow shock increases in strength and
moves slightly forward within the passage. This is also reflected in the C, distribution of
figure 5.16.
The mass flow decreases at this back pressure signaling the compressor is at an unchoked
condition. Figure 5.18 shows a black and white density contour of the compressor with
the high density areas appearing dark and the low density areas lighter. The expansion
around the leading edge of the blade is apparent with the density increasing along the
blade passage.
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Comparison to Euler Turbine Equation The Euler turbine equation for a two di-
mensional analysis states [13]:
AHt = wrAv
where AHt is the change in stagnation enthalpy; wr is the speed of the compressor; and
Av is the change in tangential velocity. A comparison of the flow solution to the Euler
turbine equation is used to validate the solver. The non-dimensional compressor speed
is wr = .835701. Table 5.3 shows the average measured values of Av and AHt, from
the inlet boundary to the exit obtained from the numerical simulation. The value of the
numerical stagnation enthalpy change is compared with the Euler turbine equation for the
calculated Av. The numerical simulation agrees with the Euler turbine equation for the
change in stagnation enthalpy. This gives added confidence to the numerical simulations
results.
85 Percent Corrected Design Speed
The inlet conditions for these simulations are given in table 5.4.
Results The results are very similar to the 67 percent corrected design speed simula-
tions, therefore not much detail will be spent on describing the similar flow behavior. The
back pressures used are: 1.205, 1.25, 1.275, 1.30, 1.35 and 1.40 atm. The Mach number
distributions on the blade are shown in figures 5.21, 5.22, 5.23, 5.24, 5.25 and 5.26. The
C, distributions are shown in figures 5.27, 5.28, 5.29, 5.30, 5.31 and 5.32.
The compressor is choked for all the back pressures with the appearance of a strong
passage shock. The difference between this simulation and the 67 percent simulation is
the formation of a stronger bow shock ahead of the blade because of the higher relative
Mach number of 1.456. This shock is ingested into the blade passage and reflects off the
suction surface ahead of the passage shock. This reflected shock interacts with the passage
shock as seen in figure 5.33 showing the Mach contours. Note the reflected shock does not
pass through the passage shock, but forms a A type structure with the passage shock.
The convergence history for the 1.205 atm back pressure simulation shows poor conver-
gence as illustrated in figure 5.35. The density residual decreases only two orders of
magnitude from the initial residual. A possible reason for this behavior is the location of
the passage shock at the trailing edge of the blade as seen from the Mach number and C,
distributions in figures 5.21 and 5.27 respectively. This region of the blade is ill-defined
for an inviscid flow calculation since it is blunt. The presence of the shock can cause
instabilities which do not allow the numerical scheme to converge satisfactorily.
When the back pressure is increased to 1.40 atm, the shock moves into the passage. The
convergence history of this simulation is likewise shown in figure 5.35 and shows that the
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density residual converges four orders of magnitude from the initial residual. This result
supports the explanation given for the poor convergence.
The inlet mass flow history is shown in figure 5.36. A sharp decrease in mass flow is again
evident as the pressure wave from the exit boundary condition reaches the inlet.
Comparison to Euler Turbine Equation The non-dimensional compressor speed is
wr = 1.08256. Table 5.5 shows the average measured values of Av and AHt from the
inlet to the exit boundary obtained from the numerical simulation. Again, the numerical
simulation agrees with the Euler turbine equation.
5.2.5 Distortion Simulation at 67 Percent Corrected Design Speed
This simulation is performed to replicate a forced response test in the experiment. The
inlet boundary is farther away from the leading edge than the distortion duct in the
experiment. This is to ensure that the bow shock from the compressor does not interfere
with the inlet boundary conditions.
The distortion pattern is an axial total pressure variation that is periodic over two blade
passages. Because this pattern is fixed in the stationary frame of reference, the blades
pass through the distortion pattern in the relative frame. The pattern is shown in figure
5.37 as a function of the angle, 0. This function is:
Pt = pt.. (1 - Apt(1 - cos(NO(t))))
where Ptm.. is the maximum axial total pressure; Apt is the magnitude of the axial total
pressure deficit as a percentage of the maximum axial total pressure; N is the number of
distortion patterns per revolution; 0 is the angular location of the boundary point as a
function of time; and t is the elapsed time. (Since the calculations are performed in the
relative frame it is consistent to think of the inlet boundary as moving at the compressor
speed. Therefore, the position of the distortion at the inlet boundary is a function of time,
i.e. 0(t).)
Two blade passages are needed for the simulation. The converged, unchoked, steady state
solution for the 67 percent corrected design speed solution at a back pressure of 1.33
atm is used as the start of the simulation. The flow solver uses the finite element mass
matrix because of its proven unsteady capabilities in the previous chapters along with the
minimum allowable time step on the mesh.
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Inlet Conditions
The inlet conditions are the same as for the 67 percent clean flow simulations with ptm,,,
replacing pt in table 5.2. The magnitude of the distortion used is 10 percent (i.e. Apt = .1).
Results
Transient pressure distributions for the lower and upper blade (i.e. the lower blade is the
blade that appears in the lower half of the domain) are shown in figures 5.38 and 5.39.
The total force on the blades is calculated by linearly integrating the pressure distribution
over the blade. This result is shown in figure 5.40 for both blades. The figure shows that
the total force on the upper and lower blades are out of phase. This is expected from
the inlet distortion since one blade experiences the total pressure deficit while the other
experiences no deficit. Therefore, while the loading on one blade decreases the other blade
experiences an increased loading.
The frequency of the distortion in the relative frame is the wheel speed divided by the
length of the inlet since the distortion pattern is periodic over this length. This yields:
1.99
f = - 3.357
.835699
This is non-dimensionalized by the stagnation speed of sound at the inlet which is 346.68
m/s. The dimensional frequency is then 1.1644 kHz. Measuring the frequency of the total
force variation on the blades from the figures gives a frequency of approximately 3.333
or 1.1556 kHz. This is in good agreement and the deviation is most likely caused by the
measurement from the plot. Stationary oscillations were not achieved due to the lack of
time and computer resources during this simulation.
Total pressure contours in the relative frame at 1.152 msec into the simulation are shown
in figure 5.41. This corresponds to the non-dimensional time of 64.545 in figure 5.40. At
this time the lower blade is experiencing a decreased loading while the upper blade an
increase. As shown in the contour plot, the total pressure contours on the suction surface
of the upper blade cover a larger area behind the bow shock than the contours on the
suction surface of the lower blade. These contours appear misleading in that the upper
blade experiences a large total pressure loss. Measuring the values in those areas shows
that the loss is greater on the lower blade than the upper blade.
The total pressure contours at the earlier time of .7358 msec into the simulation are shown
in figure 5.42. This corresponds to the non-dimensional time of 64.440 in figure 5.40 which
shows the lower blade's loading decreases and the upper blade increases. The total pressure
contours show the opposite behavior discussed previously. The Mach contours are shown
in figure 5.43.
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5.3 Conclusions
The numerical algorithm developed in the previous chapters applies well to the compressor
simulations performed in this chapter. The steady state simulations show excellent shock
capturing capability with no oscillations apparent in the vicinity of the shocks. The
convergence to steady state for the 67 percent corrected design speed simulations is very
good, but not for some of the 85 percent corrected design speed simulations. One possible
explanation for this behavior is the appearance of a passage shock at the trailing edge
of the blade. The work performed by the compressor is measured from the numerical
simulation and agrees with the Euler turbine equation. The numerical algorithm is able
to effectively simulate the progress from choked to unchoked conditions in the 67 percent
corrected design speed simulations.
A forced response test is simulated using a periodically varying axial total pressure at 67
percent corrected design speed. The numerical algorithm performs adequately in simulat-
ing these conditions. The frequency of the measured total force variation on the blades
agrees well with the frequency of the distortion pattern. This simulation needs a longer
run time to achieve a stationary oscillatory total force variation on the blades. This was
not available at the time this simulation was performed. Also, experimental data was not
available for comparison. Overall, the unstructured flow solver developed in the previous
chapters can be used in the simulation of two dimensional compressor cascade flows for a
variety of applications.
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Table 5.1: Compressor Reference Conditions
Reference Pressure, Pref 1 atm
Reference Temperature, T,,f 288.149 K
Table 5.2: Inlet Conditions for 67% Corrected Design Speed Simulation
Axial Total Pressure at Inlet, pt .968702 atm
Total Temperature at Inlet, Te 299.45 K
Compressor Speed, w 8733.33 rpm
Table 5.3: Comparison of the 67% Corrected
Turbine Equation
Design Speed Simulation with the Euler
Back Pressure Av AHt. AHt,,,.
1.185 atm -0.4014 0.335 0.335
1.25 atm -0.4238 0.354 0.354
1.30 atm -0.4384 0.366 0.366
1.301 atm -0.4388 0.367 0.367
1.31 atm -0.4413 0.369 0.369
1.33 atm -0.4596 0.384 0.384
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Table 5.4: Inlet Conditions for 85% Corrected Design Speed Simulation
Axial Total Pressure at Inlet, Pt .8151986 atm
Total Temperature at Inlet, Tt 293.4 K
Compressor Speed, w 11193.29 rpm
Table 5.5: Comparison of 85% Corrected Design Speed Simulation with Euler Turbine
Equation
Back Pressure Av AHt, AHtBe,,,
1.205 atm -0.5860 0.634 0.634
1.25 atm -0.6230 0.674 0.674
1.275 atm -0.6363 0.688 0.688
1.3 atm -0.6481 0.702 0.702
1.35 atm -0.6650 0.719 0.719
1.40 atm -0.6816 0.738 0.738
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Figure 5.1: Experimental Setup
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Figure 5.3: Blade Construction at Leading Edge
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Figure 5.5: Mach Number Distribution on Blade for 67% N, with Clean Inlet Flow and
Back Pressure of 1.185 atm
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Figure 5.6: Mach Number Distribution on Blade for 67% N, with Clean Inlet flow and
Back Pressure of 1.25 atm
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Figure 5.7: Mach Number Distribution on Blade for
Back Pressure of 1.30 atm
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Figure 5.8: Mach Number Distribution on Blade for 67% Nc with Clean Inlet flow and
Back Pressure of 1.301 atm
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Figure 5.9: Mach Number Distribution on Blade for 67% N with Clean Inlet flow and
Back Pressure of 1.31 atm
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Figure 5.10: Mach Number Distribution on Blade for 67% N" with Clean Inlet flow and
Back Pressure of 1.33 atm
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Figure 5.11: Cp Distribution on Blade for 67% N, with Clean Inlet Flow and Back Pressure
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Figure 5.12: Cp Distribution on Blade for 67% N, with Clean Inlet Flow and Back Pressure
of 1.25 atm
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Figure 5.13: Cp Distribution on Blade for 67% N, with Clean Inlet Flow and Back Pressure
of 1.30 atm
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Figure 5.14: Cp Distribution on Blade for 67% N, with Clean Inlet Flow and Back Pressure
of 1.301 atm
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Figure 5.15: Cp Distribution on Blade for 67% N, with Clean Inlet Flow and Back Pressure
of 1.31 atm
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Figure 5.16: Cp Distribution on Blade for 67% N, with Clean Inlet Flow and Back Pressure
of 1.33 atm
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Figure 5.17: Mach Contours for 67% Corrected Design Speed Choked Condition with Back
Pressure at 1.185 atm
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Figure 5.18: Density Contours for 67% Corrected Design Speed with Back Pressure at
1.33 atm
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Figure 5.19: Convergence History for 67% Corrected Design Speed with Backp
at 1.185 atm
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Figure 5.20: Inlet Mass Flow History for 67% Corrected Design Speed with Back Pressure
at 1.185 atm
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Figure 5.21: Mach Number Distribution on Blade for
Back Pressure of 1.205 atm
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Figure 5.22: Mach Number Distribution on Blade for 85% N, with Clean Inlet Flow and
Back Pressure of 1.25 atm
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Figure 5.23: Mach Number Distribution on Blade for 85% N with Clean Inlet Flow and
Back Pressure of 1.30 atm
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Figure 5.24: Mach Number Distribution on Blade for 85% N, with Clean Inlet Flow and
Back Pressure of 1.275 atm
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Figure 5.25: Mach Number Distribution on Blade for 85% N, with Clean Inlet Flow and
Back Pressure of 1.35 atm
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Figure 5.26: Mach Number Distribution on Blade for 85% N, with Clean Inlet Flow and
Back Pressure of 1.40 atm
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Figure 5.27: Cp Distribution on Blade for 85% N,, with Clean Inlet Flow and Back Pressure
of 1.205 atm
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Figure 5.28: Cp Distribution on Blade for 85% N, with Clean Inlet Flow and Back Pressure
of 1.25 atm
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Figure 5.29: Cp Distribution on Blade for 85% N, with Clean Inlet Flow and Back Pressure
of 1.30 atm
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Figure 5.30: Cp Distribution on Blade for 85% N, with Clean Inlet Flow and Back Pressure
of 1.275 atm
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Figure 5.31: Cp Distribution on Blade for 85% N, with Clean Inlet Flow and Back Pressure
of 1.35 atm
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Figure 5.32: Cp Distribution on Blade for 85% N with Clean Inlet Flow and Back Pressure
of 1.40 atm
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Figure 5.33: Mach Contours for 85% Corrected Design Speed Choked Condition with Back
Pressure at 1.205 atm
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Figure 5.34: Density Contours for 85% Corrected Design Speed with Back Pressure at
1.45 atm
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Figure 5.35: Residual History for 85% Corrected Design Speed with Back Pressures at
1.205 atm and 1.40 atm
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Figure 5.38: Transient Pressure Distribution on Lower Blade
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Figure 5.42: Total Pressure Contours for 67% Corrected Design Speed with Inlet Distortion
at 0.7358 msec
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Figure 5.43: Mach Contours for 67% Corrected Design Speed with Inlet Distortion at
0.7358 msec
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Recommendations
6.1 Conclusions
A numerical algorithm for the solution of the two dimensional, compressible Euler equa-
tions for turbomachinery applications was successfully developed. This algorithm used a
finite volume approach on unstructured meshes and a linear approximation to spatially
approximate the unknowns. The integration was performed on generalized control vol-
umes that were arbitrarily defined by a point lying within each element and a point on
each edge of the mesh.
A Fourier analysis was used to investigate the dispersion characteristics of the numerical
algorithm. It was shown that these characteristics strongly depend on the spatial inte-
gration of the time derivative term. The classical piecewise constant form of integration,
found in many finite volume approximations, showed inadequate behavior for reproducing
unsteady phenomena. A piecewise linear integration yielded a matrix that coupled the
nodes of the mesh and showed an improvement over the piecewise constant approxima-
tion. It was shown that by restricting the generalized control volumes to be defined by
the centroids of the elements and the midpoints of the edges, a combination of a piece-
wise constant and piecewise linear approximation could be used to reproduce the finite
element mass matrix used in the finite element method. This method yielded far better
dispersion behavior than the piecewise constant and piecewise linear approximations. It
was concluded that this form of integration should be used when modeling unsteady flows.
The addition of numerical dissipation to stabilize the scheme, capture shocks without
oscillations and accurately model the solution in smooth regions of the flow was addressed.
This dissipation was based on the Symmetric Limited Positive (SLIP) scheme developed
by Jameson [11, 12] which uses a flux limiting procedure. This procedure was modified
so that the limiter was not active at smooth extrema and was less dissipative in smooth
regions of the flow. This was verified by simulating a shock tube and convected density
perturbation which showed that the procedure captured shocks without oscillations and
allowed a small perturbation to convect without serious attenuation. Also, it was shown
that the choice of control volumes used in the formulation could add a diffusion-like term
into the numerical algorithm. This term was incorporated into the numerical dissipation.
Finally, a transonic axial compressor simulation was performed. Steady state solutions
were obtained for two operating speeds with varying back pressures. The solutions were
compared with the Euler turbine equation and showed excellent agreement. Also, an
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unsteady forced response test was simulated using a periodic axial total pressure variation.
The frequency of the total force on the compressor blades agreed well with the frequency
of the distortion.
6.2 Recommendations
There are a number of issues concerning the numerical algorithm which can be explored.
One issue is the effect of using different types of control volumes on the numerical solution.
Although the formulation for the scheme presented used generalized control volumes, the
volumes used throughout this work were defined by the centroids of the elements and mid-
points of the edges. Another issue is formulating a time accurate, implicit version of the
algorithm. This would have been very useful for the transonic, axial compressor simulation
since the time step restriction on the nodes at the leading and trailing edges of the blade
governed the simulation. The data obtained for the forced response test took approxi-
mately five days to compute on a SGI Indigo workstation. Finally, the extension of the
algorithm for the solution of three dimensional, inviscid flows should be straightforward.
The inclusion of non-reflecting boundary conditions in the simulation of axial compressor
flows would also be a great benefit. It was noticed that the boundary conditions applied in
the compressor simulation created reflections of outgoing waves. These reflections affected
the convergence of the steady state solutions and would be an impedance for unsteady
simulations since reflected waves would corrupt the solution.
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Appendix A
Mass Matrices
When evaluating the integral
td (A.1)
two approximations are used: a piecewise linear and a combination of piecewise lin-
ear/piecewise constant.
A.1 Finite Volume Mass Matrix
The integration is performed over all the generalized control volumes in the mesh. This
is accomplished by looping over all the elements of the mesh and integrating over the
portion of each volume contained in the element. Figure A.1 refers to the notation used.
The integrals for each node of the element shown in the figure are:
Node 1: f fn, L-di + J df fn d l 2  (A.2)
Node 2 : f f, dfl 3 + f fn, ad04 (A.3)
Node 3 : f , f dfl + f fa dN6  (A.4)
at+ f f n6 at
Evaluation of these integrals is performed by mapping each subelement, flx, fl 2, n 3, n 4,
f 5 and fn, into a parametric space [25]. The coordinates in real space as a function of
the parametric coordinates are:
S1 293 YY 3
where the a1, (2 xes are shown in the figure. This gives:
[ d" ] [2 Z3 d12
dy Y2 Y3 d63
The area integral over subelement fl1 becomes:
ud fl - a 2An, d243
fl t 0 Ot
dzdy
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where An1 is the area of the subelement. A linear approximation to 9 found in Chapter
3 is substituted into the above equation. The approximation is:
Ou - dui
= d N(z, y);
i=1
where N(z, y)i are the hat functions described in Chapter 3. The only nodes influencing
the integral are those defining the element. Therefore, the integral for subelement fl
becomes:
S2A = 2A f 2 u N + N 2 + N 3] d 2dg3 (A.5)
Each term in the sum can be evaluated separately. The first term in the sum, N, is
written as a function of the coordinates in the mapped space, (t1, '2, f3). This gives:
N( 2, 6)1 = 1 + N+ + (3
but 1 = 1 - 2 - 3, therefore:
N(=2, )1 =1+ (N(1 - 1)2 + (N) -
where the subscripts and superscripts on the weights N are:
N( ) = the weight of node 1 evaluated at point pl
The first term in equation A.5 is evaluated by substituting the above expression for N1.
This yields:
2A 1 J 1-4 d A= [1 + N(1 + N(1) dul
dt 3 dt
The other terms in equation A.5 are determined in the same manner by noting that for
subelement fl1 :
N(2, )2 = N (26+N (2),
N(f2, f3)3 = NpI f2 + 3N~) 2
Substituting these in the integral in equation A.5 yields:
2An 1 f 1-42 dU2d2df An1 N(2) + N(2) dU2
2A 1  1--2 du3N3d.2d - A [N() + N()] dU30 dt 3 1 2 d
The second integral in equation A.2 is evaluated in the same manner by noting that for
subelement 2:
N( is )1 + (N) - 1) + (N()- 1) 3
N( 2, f3)2 = N (2)f +N (2)
N(2p (2 p3 3
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Substituting these expressions into the integral over subelement 2 gives the following:
2An 2 f' J1-2
2An 2 fo 1f 2
2An 2 fo J
dul Nd2d
dt
du2
dt N 2d 2d s
du3
dt
= [1 + N)+ N1 ) dul
A02 [N+ + N) dU2
3 N 3 dt
An2 [N(3 + N t(3 ) dU
3 p 2 P3 dt
Combining the two integrals for node one gives the total contribution from the element to
the volume surrounding node one:
A 2) () n (3) N(3)1 dull
3 1 p + 3 2 + 3 1 p2' +1 d
A21+ N()1 +) N ( ) +n( [ ) ( [ t
3 p2 p3 3 p ]P3 3 p2 pt
(A.6)
The other integrals for nodes two and three in equations A.3 and A.4 are performed in
the same manner. The functions N(z, y) for the integrals are:
Node 2 : Subelement 3
N( 2, 3)2
N(t 2, 3)1
Node 2 : Subelement 4
N( 2, ~3)2
N(~ 2 , 3)1
N( 2, 43)3
Node 3 : Subelement 5
N( 2 , 6)3
N( 2, 63)1
N( 2 , 63)2
Node 3 : Subelement 6
N(62, 63)3
N(62, 3)1
N(~ 2 , 3)2
= 1 + (N(2) - 1)(2 + (N )- 1)3
pl 6 + Np2 3
N (32 + N (3)p2 33
1+(N (2) 1 6 + N(2) 1)
p2 -) 2 (1 p4
p= 2 + N 43
N(3), . N(3)
p2 N2 + Np4 6
= 1 + (N3)- 1)2 + (g- 1)6
1 ) - +)g2 Np3-
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(A.7)
Evaluating the integrals gives the following matrix for the element corresponding to the
volumes for nodes one, two and three:
An_ [1 + N(1) + A)
3 1 P p2
Andl 1 A) + NN~i
dui
att
dt
(A.8)
This matrix is simplified further by noting:
NJ' +P, n(2)
d+NP, +(3)
NP ++)p2 +n(2)
Np2 +
p2 +
p) +
N)
p2
N (2)
p2
N (3pA)1p3(2)
p 3
N 1p4A)p4
N(2)p4
p 4
= 2No,S2Nl)
= 2N
= 2N
-- )M1
S N(2)M1
S2N(3)M12N(1)m22N (2)m2
2N (3)7n2
2N(1)
m3
2N (2)
m3
2N (3)m3
where the subscript m corresponds to
yields:
the midpoints of the flux faces in figure A.1. This
dui
dt (A.9)
This gives the elemental mass matrix using a linear approximation. The entire system
matrix, M, may be determined by looping over all the elements and sending their con-
tributions to the correct place in the matrix. For the solver developed in Chapter 3, the
elemental matrix was broken into an edge-based form since the scheme uses edges.
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A.2 Finite Element Mass Matrix
The finite element mass matrix used in the finite element method has the form [25]:
S2 1 1 dt]
Ae dt
1 2 1 dU2
12 1 1 2 AS dt
where Ae is the area of the element. An approximation of - using a combination of
piecewise constant and piecewise linear functions is:
du duk
d = U  [PN(x, y)k + (1 - 3) P(X, y)k] (A.10)
k=l
where N(x, y) are the linear hat functions defined previously; P(x, y) are piecewise con-
stant hat functions which have the value of unity over the whole volume and zero every-
where else; and p is a constant.
A particular form of the finite volume elemental mass matrix is found by restricting the
points pl, p2, p3 and p4 in figure A.1 to lie at the centroid of the element and midpoints
of the edges. The values of the weights, N, are:
5
N' = N2 = N12 = Nm2 N.2 = N2 1212
1
N3m1 m2 = Nm2
6
A,
An, = An2 = An, = An, = An = An, =
The finite volume elemental mass matrix becomes:
11 7 7
. 6 6 3
If the approximation in equation A.10 is used to evaluate the integral in equation A.1, the
result is a combination of the finite volume matrix and its lumped form as follows:
11 7 7 6 0 0Ae 3 6 6 A7 a 7 + ( -) e 0 6 0
.6 6 3
(The lumped form is the sum of the row of the matrix placed on the diagonal and zeroes
placed on the off-diagonals.) It is left to determine P so that the resulting matrix is the
finite element mass matrix. Since p does not affect the off-diagonal terms in the lumped
matrix because they are zero, it is sufficient to look at one of the off-diagonal terms in
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the first matrix and equate it to the corresponding off-diagonal term in the finite element
mass matrix. This leads to:
Ae 7 Ae
18 6 12
Solving for 3 yields P = _. Substituting this back into the previous matrix equation
recovers the finite element mass matrix. A plot of the function in equation A.10 for a one
dimensional case with P = 9 is shown in figure A.2. The effect of this approximation is to
place more weight on the off-diagonal terms in the element mass matrix and less on the
diagonal terms.
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Plot of Weight Distribution for Combination
of Piecewise Linear and Piecewise Constant Functions
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Figure A.2: Combination of Piecewise Linear and Piecewise Constant Functions
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Appendix B
Fourier Analysis
B.1 Lumped Mass Matrix
The model convection equation for a two dimensional flow is given by:
Ou Ou Ou+ a + b = 0 (B.1)
at xz Oy
where a and b are constant. Applying the finite volume algorithm developed in Chapter
3 to this equation yields:
du n
Aj dt - (a cjk - b lk) AUjk (B.2)
k=1
where n is the number of edges connected to node j. A semi-discrete Fourier analysis on
a discretized set of equations assumes periodic boundary conditions and a uniform mesh
[9]. Structured meshes provide this uniformity, but unstructured meshes have a similar
analog. If a mesh of equilateral triangles is constructed as shown in figure B.1 then a
similar analysis can be performed. A Fourier mode of the form:
uj(t) = i(l, m, t) exp(i(lx + my)) (B.3)
where:
I = wave number in the z - direction
k = wave number in the y - direction
u = amplitude of the 1, k harmonic
may be substituted into equation B.2. This gives:
A j i exp(i(lx +my)) = (a cjk - b lik) (l,m,t)
k=1
(exp(i(l(x + Az) + m(y + Ay))) - exp(i(lx + my)))
n
= i(l, m, t) exp(i(lx + my))Z (a cjk - b jk) exp(i(O, + ) - 1)
k=1
where 0, = lAx and 0, = mAy are phase angles. This yields:
Uj n
Adu = (l, m, t) (a cjk - b ljk) exp(i(Ox + Oy) - 1) (B.4)
k=1
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The edge coefficients, cjk and (jk, can be explicitly determined for the uniform mesh of
figure B.1. Figure B.2 shows all the elements which contain the volume surrounding node
j. The points defining the control volume j are marked with triangular symbols in the
figure. These points are restricted to the centroids of the elements and the midpoints of
all the edges. In this figure the following geometric property is used:
6
The definition of cjk and ljk, found in Chapter 3 and repeated here for convenience, is:
ckj = NRl AyR1+ N]! 2 AyR2  + N1AyL + NL2AyL 2
1k,j = NjARl + N R2AR 2 + NLAZL1 + NL2 AXL 2
corresponding to figure 3.6 for notation. Figure B.2 shows the sampling points marked
with X's. The weights, Nk, which express the influence of node k on the flux for a given
face of the volume can be determined. Since the elements are equilateral triangles, these
weights are:
NR,l = 16
NR,2 - 5
k 12
NL, 5
k 12
NL,2 - 1
k - 6
The increments Ax and Ay of the flux faces are:
Az L , = -As sin(ak)
AyLL, = As cos(ak)
AzL,2 = -As sin(ak + 600)
Ay L 2 = As cos(ak + 600)
Az R ', = -As sin(ak - 600)
AyRI = As cos(ak - 600)
AzR, 2 = -As sin(ak)
AyR, 2 = As cos(ak)
where ak is the angle of the edge with respect to the x-axis. Substituting the above
expressions into the definitions of cjk gives:
cjk = As 5 cos(ak) + - cos(ak + 600) + cos(ak, - 600) + 5 cos(ak)
12 6 6 12
= As cos(ak)
= A cos(ak)6
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Likewise:
jk = As 5 sin(ak) + sin(ak + 600) + - sin(ak - 600) + 1 sin(ak) ]12 6 6 12
= -A- sin(ak)
6
Therefore, the edge coefficients are functions of the edge length and of the angle of the
edge with the x-axis. The equilateral mesh contains six edges connected to each node at
the angles, ak = 00, 600, 1200, 1800, 2400, 3000. Using the following relation:
6 6
E Cjk 0 ,E : 0
k=1 k
equation B.2 can be written as:
du V- 6Adt = 6 A(, m, t)Z (a cos(ak) + bsin(ak)) exp(i(O + O0)) (B.5)
k=1
The phase angles 0. and 0, are also evaluated based on the angle ak. Without the loss of
generality, the node j in figure B.2 can be assumed to lie at the cartesian coordinate (0,0).
Therefore, the edge increments Ax and Ay defining the phase angles are:
Ax = Acos(ak)
Ay = Asin(ak)
The phase angles become:
O = IA cos(ak)
0, = mAsin(ak)
Substituting this in equation B.5 yields:
duj /- 6
A dt 6 Aa(l, m,t) (a cos(ak) + b sin(ak)) exp (iA(Icos(ak) + msin(ak)))
k=1
(B.6)
This summation is now evaluated by summing over all the edges attached to node j.
Equation B.6 is simplified to:
Ajdi=-i/3 A fi(1,m,t) a (sin(0) + sin(1,) cos(6))+ V sin(0,) cos( 1 k ))
The area, Aj, is determined by the edge length of the elements, A, and is:
A, = 4 A
k=1
2
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Substituting the expression for Aj into the previous equation and integrating gives:
i(l, m, t) = (l, m, 0) exp (-iw(O,, Oy), t) (B.7)
where the function w(0,, O), is the numerical frequency:
(,, ) (a (sin(O)+ sin(o) cos(O,)) + vb sin(O,)cos( O))
Equation B.7 represents the solution of the unstructured, lumped, finite volume algorithm
(developed in Chapter 3) for a Fourier mode substituted into the model convection equa-
tion B.1. The exact solution is found by substituting the same Fourier mode into the
model convection equation. This gives:
dt-t +isi(l,m,t)(al+bm) = 0
Integration of the above equation results in:
i(1,m,t) = f(1,m, 0) exp (-i( i + O )
This is simplified further by noting that Az = A and Ay = NA. Substituting this into
the above expression gives the final result:
de(1, m, t) = dt(l,m, 0) exp (-i(a , + O-Vy)t (B.8)
The exact frequency is therefore:
~ O1 of+ 23 3 )we (0, 1 O) = ae+ Vb 6)
A comparison is made between the frequency, w., of the numerical solution for a given
mode with the exact frequency, w,, in Chapter 3.
B.2 Finite Volume Mass Matrix
The finite volume mass matrix version of the scheme couples node j to the surrounding
nodes. Equation B.2 takes the form:
6 dnk _
- + =>, t - (a cjk - b lik) Aujp k (B.9)
k=l k=1
where the coefficients, /, are the entries on the row of the mass matrix corresponding to
node j. Referring to Appendix A and figure A.1 for the form of the finite volume mass
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matrix, the entries are determined from the geometric relations found in the previous
section. The entries are:
An, A0n2 = An = An, = Ana = An6 2-24
N(1) (2 = =N = N =) N(3) 5
p1 p1 p3 p3 p2 p2 12
V,(') N(2) N = ( )  1
which yields the following elemental matrix:
' 22 7
me A 7 22 7
66624 7 22
.6 6 6
Summing over all the elements attached to node j gives the complete row of the system
mass matrix for node j. Peforming this summation gives the following row multiplied by
the column of nodes attached to and including node j:
du,
dt
The /3 coefficients in equation B.9 are:
/+ = 11 A 2
12
7V
1 = =3 =P=4 = 5=/6 3 324 3 24
The evaluation of the extra terms on the left side of equation B.9 requires the same
Fourier analysis as in the previous section for the lumped mass matrix. The analysis of
the previous section was completely general for any node in the mesh. Therefore, the
evaluation of these extra terms is the same as for node j, with the coordinates shifted
relative to j. For instance, if the same analysis is performed for node one of the mesh in
figure B.2 the following results:
dul 6 
Adt -A(l, m, t) exp(i 1 A) E (a cos(ak) + b sin(ak)) exp (iA(l cos(ak) + m sin(ak)))
k=1
This is the Fourier analysis about node j as shown in equation B.6 shifted by exp(i 1 A).
Therefore:
dit di
= exp(il A) ddt 1 dt
shift relative to j
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Likewise, the other terms in equation B.9 are:
di 2  1 dij
dti = exp(i(-0,0 + -j- ))-dt 2 2 dt
exp(-io,) a !dt dt
ds 1 V dsjdf 5  exp(-i(lw+ f ))dt -exp(-i( + 2-0, dt
di 6  1 v d sjdt - exp(i(2 0 - Oy)) '
recalling the definitions of 0, and O, from the previous section. Substituting these expres-
sions into the left side of equation B.9 gives:
di -i (l,, t) 24 [a (sin(6O) + sin(IO) cos(O,)) + v3b sin(O,) cos(jO,)]
t A [22 + 1(2 cos(O,) + 4 cos( 0) cos(60))]
numerical frequency, wy,
Integrating gives:
i(l, m, t) = i(, m, 0) exp(-i wf., t)
A comparison is made with the exact frequency in Chapter 3.
B.3 Finite Element Mass Matrix
The analysis of the scheme's finite element mass matrix form proceeds in the exact manner
as for the finite volume mass matrix in the previous section. The finite element mass matrix
for the equilateral mesh is:
A 3
24 I 3 3
.2 2
Summing for all the elements attached to node j leads to:
duj
&2[183 dt
24 18 3 3 3 3 33 d
dt
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The / coefficients in equation R.9 are now known. Proceeding in the same manner as for
the finite volume mass matrix gives the final result:
dt
24 [a (sin(0,) + sin( Ox) cos(90)) + 3b sin(0,) cos(0BO)]
A18 + 3 (2 cos(O.) + 4 cos( !,) cos(O))]
numerical frequency, fe
Integrating gives:
fi(l, m, t) = 1f(1, m, 0) exp(-i wfe t)
A comparison is made with the exact frequency in Chapter 3.
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- i i(1, m, t)
Figure B.1: Equilateral Mesh
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Appendix C
Boundary Conditions
Three types of boundaries are used in the numerical simulations: inviscid wall bound-
aries, inflow/outflow boundaries and periodic boundaries. The boundary conditions at
the inflow/outflow boundaries are based on a one dimensional characteristic treatment of
the flow at the boundary. Three types of inflow/outflow boundary conditions are used:
specified pressure, specified total pressure and complete one dimensional characteristic
treatment of flow. The periodic boundaries are used in the compressor simulation to
enforce the periodicity of the solution between the blade passages.
C.1 Inviscid Boundary Conditions
The normal component of the velocity at a wall must be removed. This is accomplished
using the following equation:
where ft is the unit normal vector of the boundary and V* is the new velocity. This ensures
the velocity is tangent to the boundary and that there is no flux across a solid boundary.
C.2 Inflow/Outflow Boundary Conditions
The inflow/outflow boundary conditions are applied using a one dimensional characteristic
treatment of the flow at the boundaries. Assuming no variation in the y-direction and no
shocks, the two dimensional, compressible Euler equations [16] become:
a2R+ u a 0 0 -a R+
a R- 0 u a 0 -a R-
S V + (-y-1) 00 0 0
S 0 0 0 u S
where S is the entropy, [u,v] are the cartesian velocity components and a is the speed
of sound. R+ and R- are the characteristic quantities known as the Riemann invariants
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defined as:
2a
R + = U + (C.1)
7-1
2a
R- =u- - (C.2)
7-1
If - is considered small then a locally isentropic flow assumption can be made and
the above matrix reduces to a diagonal matrix. The system of equations reduces to an
uncoupled set of four equations, each one representing a nonlinear wave equation. R+ and
R- are convected at the speed u + a and u - a respectively. R+ and R- are constant
along the J+ and J- characteristic lines respectively in the x-t plane [9, 1] defined as:
J+ : =u+a (C.3)
J-: = - a (C.4)
The other two quantities, the entropy and tangential velocity, are convected with speed u.
Four conditions may exist: subsonic inflow, subsonic outflow, supersonic inflow and super-
sonic outflow. Figure C.1 illustrates the four conditions and the slope of the characteristic
lines in the x-t plane.
Once the flow is known at the boundary, it is possible to determine whether the boundary
is an inflow or an outflow and in which direction the characteristic information is traveling.
To use the locally one dimensional characteristic treatment, the normal component of the
velocity, u, and the normal Mach number, M, are used at the boundary. The direction
of the normal to the boundary is taken to be pointing out of the flow domain. With the
normals defined in this way, the specification of the characteristic quantities for the four
conditions is shown in table C.1. The flow variables at the boundary are updated from
Table C.1: Flux Boundary Conditions
Condition Interior Specifies Farfield Specifies
u > O, M < 1 R + , S, v R-
u<0, M < 1 R- R+, S, v
u > O, M > 1 R+, R - , S, v None
u < O, M> 1 None R+, R - , S, v
R+, R-, v and S in the following manner:
U* -(R+ + R-)2
r-1
a* 7= (R + - R-)
4
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where * represents the updated.value. The other necessary variables are determined from
the entropy and tangential velocity in the following manner:
Ppp
ft I
* -
*p*a'V* = V
This procedure is used to specify conditions such as back pressure and stagnation pressure,
and is outlined in the next two sections.
C.2.1 Back Pressure
The compressor application requires the specification of a given back pressure at the
outflow exit boundary. Since this boundary is a subsonic boundary, R+, v and S are
determined from the interior calculated solution. R- is chosen so the pressure at the
boundary is the specified pressure. The equations used are:
p = specified quantity
S
a =
2a
u R+ -
7-1
C.2.2 Specified Total Pressure
The inlet boundary condition for the compressor is a resevoir-type boundary condition.
Stagnation quantities are known at the inlet. These quantities are the axial total pressure,
axial stagnation temperature and flow angle. The one dimensional treatment at the inlet
boundary is a good approximation since the flow is axial and one dimensional in the
stationary frame of reference. The static thermodynamic quantities (i.e. p, p, T) are the
same in either a rotating or stationary frame. Therefore, at the inlet, R+ is:
R+ = 2a
7-1
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where ao is the stagnation speed of sound based on the total temperature and u = 0. This
yields:
1
u (R + + R-)2
7-1
a = (R+ - R - )4
The entropy condition is replaced by a stagnation pressure condition. The Mach number
is defined from the updated speed of sound, a, and updated velocity, u, as:
U
M=-
a
The pressure is determined from the isentropic relation so that the axial total pressure,
Pt, is the specified value. This becomes:
Pt
1 + 2 1M2] y-
The density is determined using the updated speed of sound and pressure:
7P
P 2
a
This preserves the specified axial stagnation pressure at the boundary.
C.3 Periodic Boundary Conditions
Periodic boundary conditions are easily created with the algorithm developed in Chapter
3. The edge coefficients can be used to create periodic boundaries which are transparent
to the flow solver. These coefficients define the integral about a part of the control volume
surrounding the node of a given edge. It is possible to complete the control volume
for a periodic node by adding the corresponding portion of the control volume from the
other periodic node. Since the algorithm is developed for an edge-based data structure, it
becomes easier to work with periodic edges rather than periodic nodes.
Figure C.2 shows two periodic nodes and their attached elements. Since the edge coeffi-
cients, (cjk, jk, ckj and Ikj), contain the integration paths, finding the periodic edges and
adding their corresponding coefficients completes the integration. The integration paths
along the boundaries cancel since they are in opposing directions. After all the periodic
edges (edges El and E2) are determined and their corresponding edge coefficients added,
the edges that define one of the periodic boundaries are removed from the mesh (edge
El). The nodes defining the removed set of periodic edges are also removed (nodes N1
and N2). The edges attached to these nodes (edges E3, E4, E5, E6 and E7) are modified
to correspond to the other periodic node. This causes the algorithm to send the flux con-
tribution from the modified edges to the periodic node not removed from the database.
This removes some degrees of freedom from the system.
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Appendix D
Test Case Solutions
D.1 Exact Solution to Shock Tube Problem
The exact solution of the shock tube problem is determined from a one dimensional anal-
ysis. This is detailed in [1, ppi76-205]. Figure D.1 gives a schematic of the problem with
reference to the following equations needed to solve the problem. The one dimensional,
normal shock relations for an inviscid flow in the frame of reference of the shock are [1]:
Mass: lU. = 2 (U - Ui)
velocity relative to shock
Momentum: pl + pUs = p2 + p 2(Us - U) 2
Energy : hi + -= h2 + (U°- )22 2
where p = density, p = pressure, U, = shock speed, Ui = contact discontinuity speed
and h = enthalpy.
The shock speed for a calorically perfect gas (i.e. e = cT and p = pRT) is determined
from the normal shock equations [1, ppi77].
U. = a, - 1) 1 (D.1)
where al = yRT is the speed of sound of the stagnant gas of region 1.
The speed of the contact discontinuity between regions one and two is determined from
the conservation of mass.
U = a, ( _ 1) (D.2)
7 pi P a + 7-1P1 7+1
The local flow speed in the expansion region of the shock tube is determined from nonlinear
wave theory and the method of characterstics [1, pp235].
2
u= + a4 + (D.3)7+1 t
where a4 is the speed of sound in region four, z is the position and t is the elapsed time
after the diaphragm is broken.
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The temperature in the expansion region as a function of the local flow speed is determined
from the adiabatic relation:
T =1 7-1 u (D.4)
T4 2 a4)
The pressure and density are determined from the isentropic relation:
P4 T4-1 P4
p T P 
The matching conditions between the regions of the shock tube are:
P3 =P2
U 3 = U2 = U
A relationship between the shock strength and the initial static pressure ratio P is deter-
mined from the normal shock relations and the matching conditions [1, ppi37]:
P4 P- 1)(-2 - 1)1 - 4PI (D.5)
PI PI 2 27+ (7+1)(- 1)]
assuming that 71 = 74 = 7.
The complete solution to the shock tube problem using the above equations is summarized
in the following steps:
1. Specify p4, pi, P4, Pl. This determines a4 and al.
2. Determine ' from equation D.5 using an iterative solver (e.g. a Newton-RaphsonP1
solver). This determines the shock speed from equation D.1.
3. Given a time, t, the position of the shock is determined from the shock speed and its
initial position at the diaphragm location. The position of the head of the expansion
wave is also known because its speed is -a 4.
4. The speed of the contact discontinuity between regions two and three is determined
from equation D.2. Therefore, the position of the tail of the expansion is determined
since its speed is U; - as3 and as is:
P1
a3
The matching conditions give P_ = 1 and e is determined from the isentropic
expansion relation in equation D.4. (Note 2- = P- ewith 1 determined from the
normal shock relations.)
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5. The positions of regions one, two, three and four are now known. The conditions
in regions one and four are the initial conditions. Region two is determined from
normal shock relations. The expansion in region three is determined from equation
D.3 for the velocity and equation D.4 for the remaining thermodynamic quantities.
Finally, the remainder of region three is known from the previous steps.
D.2 Exact Solution to Density Perturbation
The exact solution to the density perturbation problem is determined from the linearized
Euler equations [21]. For the Gaussian perturbation and a freestream velocity in the
x-direction, the exact solution is:
p(z, y, t) = po + Ap exp(-a((a - Mt) + y))
p(z, y, t) = constant
u(z, y, t) = constant
v(z, y, t) = constant
where (zo, o) is the initial location of the perturbation; po is the initial density in the
unperturbed flow; Ap is the perturbation magnitude; M is the freestream Mach number
in the x-direction; p is the pressure; [u, v] are the cartesian velocity components; and t is
the elapsed time. The term a is defined as:
ln(2)
b2
where b is the Gaussian half width of the perturbation. The square perturbation solution
is convected with the freestream flow velocity in the same manner.
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Figure D.1: Schematic of Shock Tube
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Appendix E
Non-dimensionalization of the Euler Equations
The variables in the Euler equations are non-dimensionalized using the parameters out-
lined in table E.1. The paramters oo,, ao and Le,f are a reference density, speed and
length respectively. These are usually chosen to be the freestream values for external
flows. Rewriting the Euler equations in these non-dimensional variables gives the exact
same set of equations in non-dimensional form. The Euler equations become:
wOfe + ( n, + G -n ) d S = 0
where U, F and d are now:
p*
* *
p*v*
p*E*
p*u*2 + p*
p*U*HV*
p*U*H*
puv*
p*v*
2 
+ p
p*v*H*
Table E.I: Non-dimensional Variables for the Euler Equations
Variable Non-dimensional Parameter Non-dimensional Variable
P Poo P*
P Poo a2 p*
u,v ao u*, v*
E,H a2 E*, H*
t -. t*
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